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Introduction 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain such that the residue field 
of R is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4: 0. In connection with 
our proof of the theorem of resolution of singularities of arithmetical surfaces, 
in [4] and [6] we developed an algorithm dealing with a monic polynomial of 
degree p in an indeterminate Z with coefficients in R. As a consequence of this 
algorithm, in Theorems 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 of § 4 we prove some results con- 
cerning the nonsplitting of valuations in extensions of two dimensional regular 
local domains which include the following : Let L be a normal extension of the 
quotient field K of R such that [L: K] is a power of p, let w be a real valuation 
of K dominating R such that the residue field of w coincides with the residue 
field of R and w has only one extension to L, and let Rj be thej th quadratic trans- 
form of R along w. Assume that if K is of characteristic zero then K contains 
a primitive pth root of 1 and a (p - 1) th root of p. Then there exists a positive 
integer e such that for all j > e we have that the exceptional divisor in R~ does 
not split in L, i.e., upon letting Sj be the quotient ring of Rj with respect o 
M j_ 1R~ where M r_ 1 is the maximal ideal in R j_ 1, we have that the integral 
closure of S t in L has only one maximal ideal. 
The results on the nonsplitting of valuations proved in § 4 should be com- 
pared with [1]. In turn, using these results on the nonsplitting of valuations, 
in § 6 to § 9 we develop an algorithm dealing with a monic polynomial f(Z) of 
degree pn in Z with coefficients in R where n is a positive integer. Some of the 
main results of this algorithm are summarized in § 5. The manner in which the 
nonsplitting is used in the algorithm is something like this: In [4] and [6] 
where n = 1, in addition to paying attention to the constant erm f(0), from 
time to time we had to compare it with the coefficients of the positive powers 
of Z in f(Z) so as to insure that they do not interfere too much with the 
constant term when making a translation i  Z. In the case of general n, the non- 
splitting automatically guarantees the lack of such interference. On the other 
hand, the analysis of f (0)  for general n,although analogous to the corresponding 
analysis for n = 1, is somewhat more involved. 
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The algorithm developed here plays an important role in our recently 
obtained solutions of the following problems in the birational geometry over 
ground fields of nonzero characteristic: (1) resolution of singularities of 
embedded surfaces; (2) birational invariance of the arithmetic genus of three 
dimensional nonsingular algebraic varieties; (3) resolution of singularities of 
three dimensional algebraic varieties. 
In this paper we have included the mixed characteristic case, as far as this 
was possible without much special discussion. We have done so with an eye on 
possible applications to the birational geometry in the arithmetical case, i.e., 
over the ring of integers. 
§ t. Terminology 
The letter Z will denote an indeterminate. 
For integers al . . . . .  an, b we write (a 1 . . . .  , a,)-O(b) to mean that at is 
divisible by b for all i, and we write (al, ..., a,)~O(b) to mean that ai is not 
divisible by b for some i. 
Let K be a field. By a normal extension of K we mean an algebraic extension 
L of K having the following property : if f(Z) is any monic polynomial in Z 
with coefficients in K such that f(Z) is irreducible in K [Z] and f(z)= 0 for 
some z ~ L then there exist elements zl, ..., z,, in I such that f(Z) = (Z - zl)... 
... (Z - zm). Given a prime number p, by a p-extension of K we mean a normal 
extension L of K such that [L: K] = pn for some nonnegative integer n, and by 
a p-cyclic extension of K we mean a normal extension L of K such that [L: K] = p. 
By a ring we mean a commutative ring with identity. By a domain we mean 
an integral domain. A domain is said to be normal if it is integrally closed in its 
quotient field. For an ideal P in a ring R, by rad~P we denote the radical of P 
in R. By a prime ideal (resp: a maximal ideal) in a ring R we mean an ideal P 
in R such that RIP is a domain (resp: a field); note that then P 4? R. By a 
minimal prime ideal in a domain R we mean a nonzero prime ideal P in R such 
that there does not exist any nonzero prime ideal Q in R for which Q ( P and 
Q 4: P. For a prime ideal P in a domain R, thequotient ringofRwith respect toP  
is denoted by R e, i.e., R e is the set of all elements in the quotient field of R 
which can be xpressed in the form x/y with x e R, y ~ R, y ~ P. Given domains 
R and S we say that S is a spot over R if R is a subring of S and there exists a 
finite number of elements xl . . . . .  xn in S and a prime ideal P in R[xl ..... xn] 
such that S = (R [x~ . . . .  , xn])p. By a pseudogeometric ring we mean a noetherian 
ring R such that for every prime ideal P in R and every finite algebraic extension 
L of the quotient field of RIP we have that the integral closure of R/P in L is 
a finite (R/P)-module. 
Given polynomials f(Z) and g(Z) in Z with coefficients in a ring S and 
given a subring R of S, we say that g(Z) is an R-translate of f (Z)  ifg(Z) = f(Z + r) 
for some r e R. Given elements X~ .. . .  , Xn, Y in a ring R, we say that Y is an 
R-monomial in (X~ .. . .  , Xn) if there exists a unit D in R and nonnegative integers 
m(1), ..., re(n) such that Y = DX'~(I)... X~ 'in). 
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By a quasilocal rin9 we mean a ring having exactly one maximal ideal. 
A subset J of a quasilocal ring R is said to be a coefficient set for R if J contains 
0 and 1 and for every x e R there exists a unique x'~ J such that x -  x 'e  M 
where M is the maximal ideal in R. Given quasilocal rings R and S we say that S 
dominates R if R is a subring orS and N n R = M where M and N are the maximal 
ideals in R and S respectively. Given quasilocal domains R and S such that 
S dominates R, we say that S is residually algebraic (resp: residually rational) 
over R, if upon letting h be the canonical epimorphism of S onto S/N where 
N is the maximal ideal in S, we have that h(S) is algebraic over h(R) (resp: 
h(S) = h(R)). 
By a local ring we mean a noetherian quasilocal ring. The dimension of a 
local ring R is denoted by dimR, i.e., dimR is the greatest integer n such that 
there exists a sequence Po C P1 C'"  C P, of distinct prime ideals in R. A Local 
ring R is said to be regular if the maximal ideal in R is generated by n elements 
where n = dimR. The completion of a local ring R is regarded to be anoverring 
of R. 
Let w be a valuation of a field K. The valuation ring of w is denoted by R~ 
and the maximal ideal in R w is denoted by Mw, i.e., Rw (resp : Mw) is the set of 
all elements x in K such that w(x)~0 (resp: w(x)> 0). Given a quasilocal 
ring R, we say that w dominates R if R~ dominates R. Given a quasilocal ring R 
such that w dominates R, we say that w is residually algebraic (resp: residually 
rational) over R if R~ is residually algebraic (resp: residually rational) over R. 
w is said to be discrete if the value group of w is an infinite cyclic group. Note 
that w is discrete if and only if R~ is a one dimensional regular local domain. 
w is said to be real (resp: rational) if the value group of w is order isomorphic 
to a subgroup of the additive group of real (resp: rational) numbers, w is said 
to be irrational if w is real but not rational. Note that the following four con- 
ditions are quivalent: (1) w is real ; (2) Mw ~= {0} and M~ is the only nonzero 
prime ideal in Rw; (3) Rw + K and there does not exist any subring of K contain- 
ing R~ which is different from K and different from Rw; (4) given any nonzero 
elements x and y in Mw there exists a positive integer n such that nw(y) ~ w(x), 
i.e., yn/x ~ R~. Elements al, ..., aq in an additive abelian group are said to be 
rationally dependent if there exist integers ml, ..., mq such that rata I + ... + 
+ m~aq = 0 and m i ~ 0 for some i; al, ..., a~ are said to be rationally independent 
if they are not rationally dependent. Note that the following three conditions 
are equivalent: (1') w is rational; (2') if a and b are any elements in the value 
group ofw then a and b are rationally dependent; (3') i fx and y are any nonzero 
elements in Mw then there exist positive integers m and n such that w(x") = w(y"). 
Let R be a regular local domain with maximal ideal M and quotient field K. 
For any 0 4: z e K, upon taking nonzero elements x and y in R for which 
z = x/y, we define : ordg z = a - b where a and b are the greatest integers such 
that x ~ M a nd y ~ M b (note that since R is regular, ordRz is uniquely deter- 
mined by R and z); we also define: ordg0 = oo. Note that if direR > 0 then 
ordR is a discrete valuation of K dominating R. 
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Let x be an element in a domain R such that xR is a prime ideal in R, and S 
is a one dimensional regular local domain where S = RxR; note that then 
x ~ 0 and ordsx = 1 ; also note that for any 0 ~= z ~ R if b is the greatest integer 
such that z /x~ R then z/xbq~ xR and hence z/x ~ is a unit in S and hence 
ord s z = b; we define: ordxR = ord s; (the more suggestive and typographically 
more convenient notation ordxR should be understood to stand for a more 
logical notation like ord~,R). 
Let R be a ring and let x ~ R such that R/xR is a regular local domain ; for 
any z e R we define: ord~/~z= ordh~mh(z) where h is the canonical epimorphism 
of R onto R/xR. 
Note that if R is a regular local domain then for any x ~ R with ordg x = 1 
we have that R/xR is a regular local domain. Also note that if R is a normal 
noetherian domain and x is a nonzero element in R such that xR is a prime 
ideal in R then R~g is a one dimensional regular local domain. 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain, let J be a coefficient set 
for R, and let (x, y) be a basis of the maximal ideal in R. Given F e R there exist 
unique elements F(i, j) in J for all nonnegative integers i,j such that F = XF(i,j) x 
x xiy / in the completion of R where the sum is over all nonnegative integers i,j; 
the expression ZF(i,j)xiy j is called the expansion of F in J[[x, y]], and the 
element F(i,j) is called the coefficient of xly j in the expansion of F in J[[x, y]]. 
In § 7 and § 8 we shall tacitly use the elementary observations concerning 
expansions made in [6: Lemma 1]. 
§ 2. Nonsplitting 
Definition 2.t. Let R be a normal quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M 
and quotient field K. Let L be an algebraic extension of K and let S be the 
integral closure of R in L. Recall that S contains at least one maximal ideal, 
and if N is any maximal ideal in S then Nc~R = M and h(S) is an algebraic 
extension of h(R) where h is the canonical epimorphism of S onto SIN. Also 
recall that if [L: K] is finite then S contains at most a finite number of maximal 
ideals. We say that R splits in L if S is not quasilocal. We say that R is totally 
ramified in L if R does not split in L and h(S)ispurely inseparable over h(R) 
where N is the maximal ideal in S and h is the canonical epimorphism of S 
onto SIN; note that for a field H of characteristic zero, H is the only overfield 
of H which is regarded to be purely inseparable over H. Note that if L is purely 
inseparable over K then automatically R is totally ramified in L. 
Given a valuation w of a field K and given an algebraic extension L of K 
we say that w splits in L if Rw splits in L, and we say that w is totally ramified 
in L if Rw is totally ramified in L. 
Definition 2.2. Let w be a valuation of a field K and let 
m--1 
f (Z )=Zm+F+ ~, f ,Z ' - ' ,  f ,~K,  FeK ,  m>0.  
t= l  
We say that f(Z) is of prenonsplitting-type relative to w provided there exists 
ti E Rw such that f~' = t~F ~ for 0 < i < m. We say that f(Z) is of preramified-type 
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relative to w provided the following three conditions hold: (1) f (Z)  is of 
prenonsplitting-type relative to w; (2) Rw/Mw is of characteristic p 4= 0 and m 
is power of p; (3) if there exists G ~ K and a unit G' in Rw such that F = G'G m 
then there exists t~ e Mw such that f~' = tiF ~ for 0 < i < m. We say that f (Z)  is of 
nonsplitting-type relative to w provided every K-translate of f (Z)  is of prenon- 
splitting-type relative to w. We say that f (Z)  is of ramified-type r lative to w 
provided every K-translate of f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to w. 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a field, let L be a normal extension of K, let w be a 
valuation of K such that w does not split in L, and let f (Z)  be a monic polynomial 
of degree m > 0 in Z with coefficients in K such that f (Z)  is irreducible in K[Z] 
and f(z) = 0 for some z e L. Then f (Z)  is of nonsplitting-type relative to w. 
Proof. Let S be the integral closure of R ,  in L and let N be the maximal 
ideal in S. For any K-automorphism g of L we dearly have g(S) = S and hence 
g(N)= N. Given any K-automorphism g of L and any nonzero element y 
in L let j -1 
6j = I~ gk(g(y)/y). 
k=O 
By induction we see that g~(y) = ySj for all j > 0. Now gn(y) = y for some n > 0 
and then y = ySn, i.e., 5, = 1. Since g(N) = N we get that if g(y)/y e N then 6j e N 
for all j>0;  since 5 ,= 1, we must have g(y)/yCN. Upon replacing g by g-1 
we get that g-~(y)/y~N. Since g-~(N)=N we get that if y/g(y)EN then 
g -  1 (y)/y = g- ~(y/g(y)) e N which is a contradiction; therefore y/g(y) q~ N. Thus 
g(y)/y ~ N and y/g(y) ~ N;  now S is the valuation ring of a valuation of L and 
hence we conclude that g(y)/y is a unit in S. Thus we have shown that for every 
0 ~ y ~ L and every K-automorphism g of L, g(y)/y is a unit in S. 
We want to show that for any K-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  we have that f ' (Z)  
is of prenonsplitting-type relative to w. Now L is a normal extension of K, 
f ' (Z)  is a monic polynomial of degree m > 0 in Z with coefficients in K, f ' (Z) 
is irreducible in K[Z], and f ' (x )=0 for some x~L.  Therefore there exist 
elements x 1 . . . . .  xm in L such that f ' (Z)  = (Z - x l ) . . .  (Z - xm), and there exist 
K-automorphisms gl, ...,g,~ of L such that gi(x)=x~ for l< i<m.  If m= 1 
then f ' (Z) is obviously of prenonsplitting-type relative to w. So now assume 
that m> 1. Then x 4:04=f'(0). By the above italicized remark we get that 
x~ = six where s~ is a unit in S for 1 < i < m. Let F = f ' (0) and let f~ be the co- 
efficient of Z m-~ in f '(Z). Then F=( -1 )mxl  ... xm, and f l  is a symmetric 
function in x~, ..., xm of degree i for 0 < i < m. Therefore F = rx m where r is 
a unit in S, and f i  = fix i where r i e S for 0 < i < m. Therefore f r  = t~ Fi where 
t~ ~ S for 0 < i < m. Now t~ = f~'/F ~ e K and K n S = Rw; therefore t i ~ Rw for 
0 < i < m. Consequently f ' (Z) is of prenonsplitting-type relative to w. 
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a normal quasilocal domain with quotient field K and 
maximal ideal M such that RIM is of characteristic p 4= O. Let L be a normal 
extension of K such that R is totally ramified in L. Let f (Z) be a monic polynomial 
of degree m = p" in Z with coefficients in R, where n is a positive integer, such 
that f (Z)  is irreducible in K [Z] and f(z) = 0 for some z ~ L. Then f (Z)  - Z"  - 
- f (0 )  ~ M [Z].  
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Proof. Let S be the integral closure of R in L, let N be the maximal ideal 
in S, and let h be the canonical epimorphism of S onto S/N. If g is any K-auto- 
morphism of L then g(S) = S and g(N) = N, and we get an h(R)-automorphism 
g' of h(S) by taking g'(h(y)) = h(g(y)) for all y e S; since h(S) is purely inseparable 
over h(R) we get that g' is the identity map of h(S) and hence h(y) = h(g(y)) for 
all y e S. Now L is a normal extension of K, f (Z)  is irreduzible in K [Z], and 
f ( z )=0 with z eL.  Therefore there exist elements z 1 . . . .  , z m in L such that 
f (Z )=(Z-z l )  ... (Z-zm),  and there exist K-automorphisms 91 . . . . .  gm of L 
auch that gi(z) = zi for 1 _< i _< m. Since f (Z)  e R [Z] we get that z e S, and hence 
h(z)= h(zg) for t <_ iN m. Therefore upon letting f ' (Z)  be the polynomial in 
Z obtained from f (Z)  by applying h to the coefficients of f (Z)  we get that 
f ' (Z)  = (Z - h(zl)) ... (Z - h(zm)) = (Z - h(z)) m = Z m - h(z) m. Therefore f (Z) - 
- Z m - f (0 )  e M [Z] .  
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a field, let L be a normal extension of K, let w be a 
valuation of K such that Rw/Mw is of characteristic p .  0 and w is totally ramified 
in L, and let f (Z)  be a monic polynomial of degree m = pn in Z with coefficients 
in K, where n is a positive integer, such that f (Z)  is irreducible in K[Z] and 
f(z) = 0 for some z e L. Then f (Z)  is of ramified-type r lative to w. 
Proof. We want to show that for any K-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  we have that 
f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to w. Now f ' (Z)  = Z m + J'l Z'~- 1 +... + 
+ fro-1Z + F where f l  . . . .  , fro-1, F are elements in K, f ' (Z)  is irreducible in 
K [Z], and f '(x) = 0 for some x e L. By Lemma 2.3, f ' (Z)  is of prenonsplitting- 
type relative to w and hence there exists t ie Rw such that f~  = t~F i for 0 < i < m. 
Therefore it suffices to show that if F = F*G m where G e K and F* is a unit 
in Rw then ti e M~, for 0 < i< m. Now G 4:0 because f ' (Z)  is irreducible in 
K[Z] and m> 1. Let x*=x/G,  f *=f i /G  i for 0<i<m,  and f * (Z)=Zm+ 
+ f~ Z r"- 1 +""  + f*_  1Z + F*. Then f* (Z)  e Rw [Z], f * (Z)  is irreducible in 
K[Z],  x 'eL ,  and f * (x* )=0.  Therefore by Lemma 2.4 we get that f *  e Mw 
for 0 < i < m. Now t i = fim/F i = f*m/F*i and hence t i e M~ for 0 < i < m. 
In the proofs of Lemma 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 we shall use the following well known 
result; for a proof see for instance [11 : § 7 and § 8]. 
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a one dimensional regular local domain with quotient 
field K, let L be a finite algebraic extension of K, let T be the integral closure 
of R in K, let P1 . . . .  , P. be the distinct maximal ideals in T, let S i = Te,, let 
Ni = PiSi, and let hi be the canonical epimorphism of Si onto SdNi. Then for 
1 <_ i < n we have that Si is'a one dimensional regular local domain and there exists 
a unique positive integer ei such that ords, x = e~ ordR x for all x e K :  (ei is called 
the reduced ramification index of Si over R). Furthermore 
~, ei[hi(S3 : hi(R)] ~ [L: K] ,  
i=1  
and equality holds if and only if T is a finite R-module. 
Lemma 2.7. Let R be a one dimensional regular local domain with quotient 
field K, and let f (Z)  = Z p + f l  ZP- 1 +. . .  + f , _  1Z + F where f l  . . . . .  fp -  1, 
F are elements in K and p is a positive integer. Let z be an element in an overfield 
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of K such that f(z) = 0 and let L = K(z). Assume that F 4= 0, the greatest common 
divisor of p and ordRF is one, and ordR f i  > (i/p)ord R F for 0 < i < p. Then 
[L: K] = p and R is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. Clearly [L :K]  _< p. Let T be the integral closure of R in L, let P be 
a maximal ideal in T, let S = Tv, and let e be the reduced ramification index of 
S over R. Since ordR f i  >->_ (i/p) ordR F we get hat ord s f i  > (i/p) ord s F for 0 < i < p. 
Therefore, if ordsz < (I/p) ordsF then ordsF > ords zv and ordsfiz p-i > 
> ords z v for 0 < i < p, and hence ords f(z) = ord s (z v + f l  zP- 1 +... + fp_ 1 z + F) 
= ords zp < ordsF which is a contradiction because f ( z )=0 4: F. Again, if 
ord s z > (t/p) ords F then ords z v > ords F and ords f i  zV- i > ords F for 0 < i < p, 
and hence ords f(z) = ords(z v+ f l  zP- x +.. .  + fp_ 1 z + F) = ord s F which is a 
contradiction because f (z)= 0 4: F. Therefore ordsz = ( i /p)ordsF and hence 
ordsz=(e/p)ordRF. Since the greatest common divisor of p and ordRF is 
one we get that e -> p. Since [L: K] < p, by Lemma 2.6 we conclude that R is 
totally ramified in L and [L :K]  = p. 
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with quotient 
field K, let (x, y) be a basis of the maximal ideal in R, and let f (Z )= Z v + 
+ f l  ZP- 1 +... + fv -  1Z + F where p is a prime number and f l  . . . .  , f v -  1, F are 
elements in R. Let a = ordxR F. Let z be an element in an overfield of K such that 
f (z) = 0 and let L = K (z). Assume that p ~ x R, F ~ O, ordxR f i > ai/p for 0 < i < p, 
and (a, ordR/xF/xa)@O(p). Then [L: K] =p and ord,R is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. If a @ 0(p) then our assertion follows from Lemma 2.7. Now assume 
that a =- 0(p). Let R' be the valuation ring of ord,R, i.e., R' = R~g. Let T be the 
integral closure of R' in L, let P be a maximal ideal in T, let S = Tv, let N = PS, 
and let h be the canonical epimorphism ors  onto SIN. Let z' = z/x alp, F' =F/x  ~, 
and f ;=f Jx  ai/p for 0<i<p.  Then z'¢L,  F '~R,  f [ER  for 0<i<p,  and 
z 'V+f ;z 'V - l+ ' "+f~_ lz '+F '=O.  Therefore z '¢T and hence z'~S. Now 
ord,~ f~' > 0 and hence h(fi') = 0 for 0 < i < p. Therefore h(z') v + h(F') = 0. Clearly 
h(R) is a one dimensional regular local domain with quotient field h(R') and 
ordhcR)h(F' ) = ordR/xF/x a@ 0(p). Therefore h(z') q~ h(R') and h(z') v ~ h(R'). Since 
p ~ xR we get hat h(R') (h(z')) is purely inseparable over h(R') and [h(R') (h(z')) 
:h(R')] =p. Now [L :K]  <p and hence by Lemma 2.6 we conclude that 
[L: K] = p, P is the only maximal ideal in T, and h(S) = h(R') (h(z')). Therefore 
order is totally ramified in L. 
Lemma 2.9. Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with quotient 
field K, let (x, y) be a basis of the maximal ideal in R, and let f (Z )= ZP+ 
+ f l  ZP- 1 +... + fp_ 1Z + F where p is a prime number and f l ,  ..., fp-  I, F are 
elements in R. Let z be an element in an overfield of K such that f(z) = 0 and let 
L = K(z). Assume that there exist nonnegative integers a and b such that F/(x~y b) 
is a unit in R and (a, b) ~ O(p). Then we have the following. (1) I f  ordxR f, > ai/p 
and ordyRft>=bi/p for 0<i<p then [L :K]  =p, ord,, R does not split in L and 
ordy R does not split in L. (2) I f  pexR and ordxRfi>ai/p for 0<i<p then 
[L: K] = p and ord, R is totally ramified in L. (3) I f  p ~ yR and ordrR f ,  > bi/p 
for 0 < i < p then [L : K] = p and ordy R is totally ramified in L. 
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Proof. Clearly F 4: 0, ord~, e F = a, and ordR/x F/x°= b. Therefore (2) follows 
from Lemma 2.8, and by symmetry (3) follows from (2). To prove (1) assume that 
ordxe f i  > ai/p and ordy R fi.> bi/p for 0 < i < p. By symmetry it sumces to show 
that [L:K] = p and ordxR does not split in L. If a ~ 0(p) then by Lemma 2.7 
we get that [L:K]  = p and ordxR is totally ramified in L. So now assume that 
a =0(/9). Then b ~ 0(p). Let R' be the valuation ring of ordxe, i.e., R '=  R~R. 
Let Tbe the integral closure of R' in L, let P be a maximal ideal in T, let S = Tp, 
let N = PS, and let h be the canonical epimorphism ofS onto S/N. Let z' = z/x alp, 
F' = F/x a, and f l  = J'J x"i/p for 0 < i < p. Then z' e L, F' e R, F'/y b is a unit in R, 
and f l  eR  and ordy e f i  >=bi/p for 0<i<p.  Also z'P + f~z 'p-1 + ... + f p_l z' + 
+ F' = 0 and hence z' e T. Now h(R) is a one dimensional regular local domain 
with quotient field h(R'). Also ordh(e}h(y)= 1 and hence Ordh(e)h(F')=b and 
ordh(e) h(fl) >bi/p for 0 < i < p. Now h(z') p + h(f~) h(z') p- 1 +... + h(f~_ t) h(z') + 
+ h(F')= 0 and hence by Lemma 2.7 we get that [h(R')(h(z')): h(R')] = p and 
hence [h(S):h(R')]~p. However [L :K ]<p and hence by Lemma 2.6 we 
conclude that [L: K] = p and P is the only maximal ideal in T, i.e., ord~e does 
not split in L. 
Lemma 2.t0. Let R be a normal quasilocal domain with quotient field K and 
let L be a p-extension of K where p is some prime number. Then R does not split 
(resp ; R is totally ramified) in L if and only if for every subfield K* of L which 
is a separable p-cyclic extension of K we have that R does not split (resp ; R is 
totally ramified) in K*. 
Proof. The "only if' part is obvious. To prove the "if' part let L* be the 
maximal separable xtension of K in L and let H be the set of all subfields K* 
of L* such that K* is a p-cyclic extension of K. Then L* is a separable p-extension 
of K, and L is a purely inseparable extension of L*. Now every normal quasi- 
local domain with quotient field L* is totally ramified in L and hence it suffices 
to show that if for every K* e H we have that R does not split (resp: R is totally 
ramified) in K* then R does not split (resp: R is totally ramified) in L*. Let G 
be the group of all K-automorphisms of L*. Then G is a p-group, i.e., a finite 
group whose order is a power ofp. Let M be the maximal ideal in R, let S be the 
integral closure of R in L*, let N be a maximal ideal in S, and let G~ be splitting 
group of N over M, i.e., G~ is the set of all elements g in G such that a(N) = N. 
Assume that for every K* e H we have that R does not split in K*. Suppose if 
possible that G~ 4: G. Since G is a p-group there exists a normal subgroup G' 
of G such that G~ C G' and GIG' is of order p (for instance see [12: pp. 110-111 ]). 
Let K' be the fixed field of G' and let R' be the integral closure of R in K'. 
Then K 'e  H and hence R' is quasilocal. Now G 4: G' and hence we can take 
al eG such that a! ~G'. Let NI=at (N) .  Then Nx is a maximal ideal in S. 
NowR'isa normalquasilocal domain with quotient field K', L* is a finite normal 
extension of K', G' is the group of all K'-automorphisms of L*, S is the integral 
closure of R' in L*, and N and Nt are maximal ideals in S; therefore there exists 
a2 e G' such that a2(N~)= N (for instance see [3: Proposition 1.25]). Now 
g2gt(N) = N and hence g2gl e G~. Since G, C G' we get hat #2at e G'. This is 
a contradiction because G' is a subgroup of G, at ¢ G', and a2 e G'. Therefore 
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G~ = G and hence by [3 : Proposition 1.46] we get that N is the only maximal 
ideal in S, i.e., R does not split in L*. Now assume that R is totally ramified in 
K* for all K* e H. Let G~ be the inertia group of N over M, ire., G~ is the set of 
all g in G such that x - g(x) e N for all x e S. Let K~ be the fixed field of G i, 
let Ri=SnK~, and let h be the canonical epimorphism of S onto SIN. By 
[3: Theorem 1.48] we get that h(S) is purely inseparable over h(R~), h(Ri) s 
separable over h(R), and [h(Ri): h(R) ] = [Ki: K ]. Suppose if possible that h(S) 
is not purely inseparable over h(R). Then Gi ~: G. Since G is a p-group there 
exists a normal subgroup G" of G such that G~ C G" and G/G" is of order p 
(for instance see [12: pp. 110-111]). Let K" be the fixed field of G" and let 
R"= S nK". Then K C K"C Ki and hence h(R)C h(R")C h(R~); since h(Ri) is 
separable over h(R) we get that h(Ri) is separable over h(R") and h(R") is 
separable over h(R); therefore by [3 : Theorem 1.45] we get that [h(Ri): h(R")] 
[K i • K"] and [h(R") : h(R)] < [K": K] ; since [h(Ri): h(R)] = [Ki: K] we must 
have [h(R"):h(R)] = [K": K] =p and hence h(R") is not purely inseparable 
over h(R). This is a contradiction because K"~ H. Therefore h(S) is purely 
inseparable over h(R) and hence R is totally ramified in L*. 
§ 3. Quadratic transforms 
For the definition and properties of quadratic transforms ee [2 : § 2] and 
[7 : § 3]. Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain, let (x, y) be a basis 
of the maximal ideal M in R, and let w be a valuation of the quotient field K 
of R such that w dominates R and w is residually algebraic over R. Note the 
following. 
3.t. Let R' be a quadratic transform of R. Then R' is a regular local domain 
with quotient field K, R' dominates R, d imR'= t or 2, and d imR'=2 if and 
only ifR' is residually algebraic over R. I fdimR' = 2 then: R' is an n th quadratic 
transform of R for a unique nonnegative integer n, R' contains a unique/th 
quadratic transform R~ of R for 0 < i < n, R 0 = R, R n = R', and R i is an immediate 
quadratic transform of R,_ 1 for 0 < i < n. 
3.2. For any nonnegative integer n there is a unique n th quadratic trans- 
form R' of R such that w dominates R'; R' is called the r/th quadratic transform 
of R along w. By a quadratic transform of R along w is meant a quadratic 
transform R' of R such that w dominates R'. 
3.3. Let R' be a two dimensional local domain which is an immediate 
quadratic transform of R and let M' be the maximal ideal in R'. Then either 
x/y E R' or y/x ~ R'. If y/x ~ R' then there exists a monic polynomial f(Z) in Z 
with coefficients in R such that (x, f(y/x))R'= M'. If y/x ~ R' then R~a, is the 
valuation ring of ordR (for instance see the proof of [7: Proposition 9]) and 
hence ordR=ordxa,. Now suppose that y/xeM'.  Let y'=y/x, A=R[y'], 
P = (x, y')A. Then R' = A~, and M' = (x, y')R'. We claim that ordyR = ordy, R,. 
Since K is the quotient field of R it suffices to show that ordyR z = ordy,~,z for all 
z e R. Clearly yR ( y'R' and hence in turn it suffices to show that if te(y'R')nR 
then teyR. Since tey'R'  and R'=AI, we can write rt=y's where reA,  rq~P, 
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s e A. Since r and s are in A we can write 
n . 
r=~r ly  'i and y's= siy" where r i~R, s ieR ,  
i=0  i=1 
and n is a positive integer. Now r -  r o ~ y'A fi P, M C P, and r6 P;  therefore 
we must have r 0 6 M and hence ro ~ yR; also x" ¢ yR and hence Xnro ¢ yR; now 
xnr -- XnrO =- ~ xn- i r iy  i E yR 
i=1  
and hence xnr 6 yR. However 
xnrt = xny' s = ~ x~-ir~y i ~ yR 
i=1  
and hence t e yR. 
Definition 3.4. By a canonical n th quadratic trans]brm of (R, x, y) we mean 
a triple (R', x', y') where R' is a two dimensional local domain which is an n th 
quadratic transform of R and (x', y') is a basis of the maximal ideal in R' such 
that upon letting Ri to be the i th quadratic transform of R contained in R' there 
exists a basis (xi, Y3 of the maximal ideal in Ri for 0 < i < n such that : x and y 
are Ro-monomials in (x o, Yo), Mi-IR~= xiRi or Mi_ lRi=yiRi  for 0 < i<  n, 
xi-  1 and Yt- 1 are Ri-monomials in (xi, Y3 for 0 < i < n, and x' = x~ and y' = y,. 
By a canonical quadratic ransform of (R, x, y) we mean a triple (R', x', y') which 
is a canonical n th quadratic transform of(R, x, y) for some nonnegative integer n. 
By a canonical nth quadratic transform of (R, x, y) along w we mean a canonical 
n th quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y) such that w dominates R'. By a 
canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) along w we mean a canonical quadratic 
transform (R', x', y) of (R, x, y) such that w dominates R'. Note the following: 
(1) If R' is a two dimensional local domain which is a quadratic transform of R 
then there exists a basis (x', y') of the maximal ideal in R' such that (R', x', y') 
is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y). (2) If (R', x', y') is a canonical 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y) then x and y are R'-monomials in (x', y'). 
(3) If (R', x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) and (R", x", y") 
is a canonical quadratic transform of (R', x', y') then (R", x", y") is a canonical 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y). 
Definition 3.5. Now assume that RiM is algebraically closed and let J be 
a coet~cient set for R. Given a two dimensional local domain R' which is an 
n th quadratic transform of R there then exist unique nonzero elements x0, Y0, 
x~, Yl, ..., xn, Y~ in the maximal ideal of R' such that x o = x and Yo = Y and such 
that for 0 < i < n we have : if Yi- 1/xi - 1 E R' then x~_ 1 = x~ and Yi- ~ = xi(y~ + ti) 
with tl e J, and if y~_ 1/x~_ ~ ~ R' then xi-  ~ = x~yi and y~_ 1 = y~; note that the 
elements t i are also uniquely determined, and (x~, Y3 is a basis of the maximal 
ideal in R~ for 0 < i < n where R~ is the i th quadratic transform of R contained 
in R'. By a canonical n th quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) we mean a triple 
(R', x', y') where R' is a two dimensional local domain which is an n th quadratic 
transform of R and x' = xn and y' = y~ where x~ and y~ are as defined above. 
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By a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) we mean a triple (R', x', y') 
which is a canonical n th quadratic transform of(R, x, y, J) for some nonnegative 
integer n. For any nonnegative integer n clearly there exists a unique canonical 
n th quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y, J) such that w dominates R'; 
(R', x', y') is called the canonical nth quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. 
By a canonical quadratic transform of(R, x, y, J) along w we mean a triple (R', x', y') 
which is the canonical nth quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w for some 
nonnegative integer n. Note the following: (1) If (R', x', y') is a canonical quad- 
ratic transform of (R, x, y, J) then (R', x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform 
of (R, x, y). (2) If (R', x', y') and (R", x", y") are canonical quadratic transforms 
of (R, x, y, J) such that R' C R" then (R", x", y") is a canonical quadratic trans- 
form of (R', x', y', J). 
Lemma 3.6. Let R n be the n th quadratic transform of R along w. Then 
~) R~= Rw. 
n=0 
Proof. See [2: Lemma 12]. 
We shall now give a slightly sharper version of [2: Theorem 2]. (We take 
this opportunity to make the following correction to [2]. Line 21 on page 342 
of [2] which reads "let Pi ... and" should be replaced by "let P i= Mwc~R i_ 1 
where w is the real discrete valuation of K with which u is composed. Since w 
is nontrivial, P i#  (0). Since xl ¢ Mwc~Ri and"). 
Lemma 3.3'. Assume that w is real and let f l . . . . .  f~ be any finite number of 
nonzero elements in Rw. Then there exists a nonnegative integer n o such that for 
any n ~ no and any canonical n th quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y) 
along w we have that f l, ..., f q are R'-monomials in (x', y'). 
Proof. Let Rn be the n th quadratic transform of R along w and let Mn be 
the maximal ideal in R~. For n > 0 we can take z~ e R~ such that M, _ ~ Rn = z,R~. 
By Lemma 3.6 there exists a nonnegative integer m such that f i  e R,, for 
i = 1 . . . . .  q. Let gm= f l  and by induction define gn e R~ for all n > m by the 
equation : g~_ 1 = g~z~ " ) where a(n) = ord~.R~g,_ 1. For n > m let V~ be the set 
of all discrete valuations v of K such that RnCRv and g~eMvc~R,#M~. 
Then V~ is the set of all valuations v of K such that R~ = (Rn)p for some minimal 
prime ideal P in R, containing ~. Therefore V, is a finite set, and V, = 0 if and 
only if g~ is a unit in Rn. Suppose if possible that ~ V~ # 0 and take v e V~; 
n~m nmm 
since Rn C R~ for all n > m, by Lemma 3.6 we get that R~ C R~; since w is real 
we must then have Rw = R v and hence v dominates Rn for all n; this is a contra- 
diction because M~c~R~#M~ for all n>m. Therefore N V~=0. For any 
n=m 
n > m let v be any element in V~; then M~c~R~ and z, Rn are minimal prime ideals 
in R,, g, eMvc~R,, and g,¢z~R,; therefore z,q~M~nR~; consequently 
M~ c~ R~_ 1 # Mn _ 1 and hence v ~ V,_ 1. Thus V, C V,_ 1 for all n > m. Since V~ 
is a finite set for all n >__ m and N V~ = 0, we conclude that there xists an 
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integer n 1 > m such that Vn = 0 for all n > nl. It follows that f l  is an R, -monomial  
in (zm+ 1 . . . .  , z~) for all n ~ nl. Similarly there exists an integer ni > m such that 
f i  is an Rn-monomial in (zm+ 1 . . . . .  zn) for all n ~ ni. Let no = max(n1, n2, ..., nq). 
For  any n > no let (R', x', y') be any canonical n'h quadratic transform of(R, x, y) 
along w. Then there exists a basis (x~, y~) of M~ for 0 < i < n such that x and y 
are R0-monomials in (Xo, Yo), Mi -  1Ri = xiR~ or Mi -  1Ri = YiRt for 0 < i ~ n, 
xi -  1 and yi_ 1 are Ri-monomials in (xi, Yi) for 0 < i < n, and x' = x,  and y' = y,. 
For  0 < i < n, since Mi -1Rt  = z~R~ it follows that zJxi or zjy~ is a unit in Ri 
according as Mi_IR~=x~Ri or M~_IR~=yiR~. Consequently z 1 . . . .  , z, are 
R' -monomials  in (x', y'). Therefore f l  . . . .  , fq are R' -monomials  in (x', y'). 
Lemma 3.8. Assume that w(x) and w(y) are rationally dependent. Let R i be 
the i th quadratic transform of R along w. Let W be the set of all positive integers 
i such that x and y are Rcmonomials in a nonzero nonunit in R i. Then W is 
nonempty. Let n be the smallest integer in W. I f  x' and y' are any elements in R. 
such that (R., x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform f (R, x, y) then either 
x and y are R~-monomials in x', or x and y are R.-monomials in y'. I f  RIM is 
algebraically closed, J is a coefficient set for R, and x. and y~ are the elements in 
R. such that (Rn, x~, y.) is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J), then x 
and y are R.-monomials in x~. 
Proof. Since w(x) and w(y) are rationally dependent, here exists a positive 
integer n and nonzero elements Xo, Yo, xl, Yl, .-., x~_ 1, Yn-1 in K such that 
Xo = x, Yo = Y, w(xi) :~ w(yi) for 0 < i < n - 1, w(x._ 1) = w(y,_ 1), and for 
0<i_<n- l :  if w(yi-1)>w(xi-1) then x i - l=x i  and Yi - l=xlYi ,  and if 
w(yi- 1) < w(xi_ 1) then xi-  1 = xiy~ and yi_ 1 = Yi- By induction we see that for 
0 < i < n - 1" (x~, y~) is a basis of  the maximal ideal in R~ and ~- = ,~ y~"bt~) and 
~¢,)~d,) where a(i), b(i), c(i), d(i) are nonnegative integers such that Y ~ ~i  J i  
a(i) d(i) - b(i) c(i) = 1. It follows that i ~ W for 0 < i < n - 1. Let x~ = x._ 1- Then 
Mn_ 1R, = x~Rn and x and y are R,-monomials in x,. Therefore W is nonempty 
and n is the smallest integer in W. If x' and y' are any elements in R~ such that 
(R., x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform of(R, x, y) then either M,_  t R~ = x'R 
or M~_ t R~ = y'Rn; since M~_ 1R~ = x,R~ we get that either xJx'  is a unit in Rn 
or x jy '  is a unit in R~; therefore ither x and y are R~-monomials in x', or x 
and y are R~-monomials in y'. I fR /M is algebraically closed and J is a coefficient 
set for R then clearly (R~, x,, y~) is a canonical quadratic transform of(R, x, y, J) 
for some Yn ~ Rn. 
Lemma 3.9. Assume that w is rational and let f l . . . . .  f q be any finite number 
of nonzero elements in Rw. Then there exists a canonical quadratic transform 
(R', x', y') of (R, x, y) along w such that f l  . . . . .  fq are R'-monomials in x'. I f  
R /M is algebraically closed and J is a coefficient set for R then there xists a 
canonical quadratic transform (R", x", y") of (R, x, y, J) along w such that 
f l . . . .  , f ~ are R"-monomials in x". 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. 
Lemma 3.10. Assume that w is discrete and R/M is algebraically closed. 
Let J be a coefficient set for R and let (R,, xn, Yn) be the canonical n th quadratic 
transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then there exists a nonnegative integer m such 
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that for all n ~ m we have that xn = xm and xnRw = Mw. Given any finite number of 
• ,> nonzero elements f l . . . . .  f q in R~ there exists an integer m _ m such that f l, ..., 
fq are R.-monomials in x. for all n > m'. 
Proof. We can take z e Rw such that zR~ = M~. By Lemma 3.6, z ~ R d for 
a b some nonnegative integer d. Then xaR,~- Mw and ydRw = M~ where a and b 
are positive integers such that either a = 1 or b = 1. If a = 1 then take m = d, 
and if a 4= 1 then take m = d + a -1 .  In both cases xmRw = Mw and hence 
xn = Xm for all n ~ m, Now fi  = DiX~m ~i) where Di is a unit in Rw and a(i) is a 
nonnegative integer. By Lemma 3.6 there exists an integer m'> m such that 
Die Rm, for i = 1, ..., q. For  all n > m' then Di is a unit in Rr and hence f i  is an 
R, -monomial  in x~ for i=  1, ..., q. 
Lemma 3.t t .  Assume that w is irrational, Then there exists a nonnegative 
integer m and a canonical n th quadratic transform (R., xr, yn) of (R, x, y) along w 
for all n > m such that we have the following. (1) (w(xr), w(y~)) is a free basis of 
the value group of w for all n > m. (2) For any n > m, if w(y,_ l) > w(xr_ 1) then 
x._ 1 = x, and yn_ 1 = x~yr, and if w(y,_ l) < w(x~_ 1) then x._ 1 = xnyr and 
Y.- 1 = Y,. (3) For any n ~ m, if x' and y' are any elements in R r such that (R., x', y') 
is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) then either x jx '  and y jy '  are units 
in Rn or x jy '  and yJx'  are units in R n. 
Proof. By [2: Theorem 1] there exist nonzero nonunits r and s in Rw 
such that (w(r), w(s)) is a free basis of the value group of w. Let R~ be the n th 
quadratic transform of R along w, By Lemma 3.7 there exists a nonnegative 
integer m such that for any n ~ m, if x' and y' are any elements in R,  such 
that (R~, x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) then r and s 
are R~-monomials in (x', y'). Fix any elements xm and Ym in Rm such that 
(Rm, xm, Ym) is a canonical quadratic ransform of (R, x, y). Then r and s are Rm- 
monomials in (xm, Ym) ; since (w(r), w(s)) is a free basis of the value group of w 
it follows that (W(Xm), W(ym)) is a free basis of  the value group ofw. In particular 
w(xm) and w(y~) are rationally independent and hence there exist unique 
elements xm+ 1, Ym+ 1, Xm+2, Ym+2 . . . .  in K such that for all n > m we have that: 
w(yr- 1) 4: w(xn_ O, if w(y~_ 1) > w(x~_ 1) then x,_ 1 = xr and y~_ 1 = xry~, and if 
w(y._ 1) < w(x,_ 1) then x._ 1 = x.yn and Yr- 1 = Y.. Clearly for all n > m, 
(Rr, xr, y.) is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) and (w(x~), w(y.)) 
is a free basis of the value group of w. To prove (3), for any n > m let x' and y' 
be any elements in R, such that (Rn, x', y') is a canonical quadratic ransform 
p II ~ b t of (R, x, y). Then r and s are Rr-monomials in (x', y'). Also r = D x r Yr and 
_ , c ,  , D '  E . . . .  d '  s -  E x. y~ where and are units in R~ and a,  b, c, are nonnegative 
integers. Since (w(r), w(s)) is a free basis of  the value group of w we get that 
either a'd' - b'c' = 1 or a'd' - b'c' = - 1. If a'd' - b'c' = 1 then let D" = E'b'/D 'd', 
E" = D'C'/E '°', a"=d', b"= -b ' ,  c"= -c ;  d . . . .  =a ,  and i fa 'd ' -b 'c '  = -1  then 
let D"=D'd'/E 'b', E"=E'a'/D 'c', a"=-d ' ,  b"=b', c"=c', d"=-a ' .  Then D" 
and E" are units in Rn and a", b", c", d" are integers uch that xn = D"r~"s v" and 
E"r~"s d" Since r and s are Rr-monomials in (x', y') we get that x. Dx'~y 'b Yr  ~--- ° 
and Yr = Ex'CY '~ where D and E are units in R r and a, b, c, d are integers. Let 
M r be the maximal ideal in R~. Since (x', y') is a basis of Mr we get that 
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ordx'R, x' = 1, ord:<R~ Y '= 0, ordx, R,D = 0, and ord~,R, xn > 0; since xn = Dx 'a y,b 
we get that a'> O. Similarly b'> O, c'> O, d'>__ O. Since (x~, Yn) and (x', y') are 
bases of Mn, D is a unit in R,, and x~= Dx '~ y,b, we get that 1 =ordRnx ~ 
= a(ordRx' ) + b(ordR, y' ) = a + b. Similarly c + d = 1. Also (x~, y~)Rn = Mn ~. x'Rn 
and hence if b = 0 then d ~= 0. Similarly if a = 0 then c .  0. Therefore either 
(a, b, c, d) = (i, 0, 0, 1) or (a, b, c, d) = (0, 1, 1, 0). If (a, b, c, d) = (1, 0, 0, 1) then 
xJx '  and yJy' are units in Rn, and if (a, b, c, d) = (0, 1, 1, 0) then xJy'  and y jx '  
are units in R~. 
Lemma 3.t2. Assume that R /M is algebraically closed. Let J be a Coefficient 
set for R and let (R~, x~, y,) be the canonical n th quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. Given any p ~ Mw we have the following. I f  w is real then there exists a 
nonnegative integer m such that p ~ xnR n for all n > m. I f  w is irrational then 
there exists a nonnegative integer m' such that p ~ xnynRn for all n >__ m'. 
Proof. First suppose that w is real. By Lemma 3.6 there exists a nonnegative 
integer d such that p e R d. Since w is real there exists an integer m > d such that 
W(Xm- 1) < w(ym- 1)" Then Mm- 1Rm = xmRm where M~_ 1 is the maximal  ideal 
in R m_ 1. Since p ~ Mw we get that p e M m_ ~ and hence p e xmRm. Clearly 
x~_ 1 e x~Rn for all n > 0, and hence p ~ x~R, for all n > m. Now suppose that w 
is irrational. By Lemma 3.11 there exists an integer e = m such that w(xi) ~: w(yi) 
for all i ~ e. Since w is real there exists an integer m' > e such that w(x~,_ 1) > 
> w(y,~._ 1). Then x~._ 1 = x=,ym, and hence p e y,n,R=.. Clearly y~_ 1 ~ y,R~ for 
all n > e and hence p ~ y~R~ for all n > m'. Therefore p ~ xny~R~ for all n > m'. 
Lemma 3.t3. Assume that R /M is algebraically closed. Let J be a coefficient 
set for R and let (R~, xn, yn) be the canonical n th quadratic transform of(R, x, y, J) 
along w. I f  w is real nondiscrete then there exists a unique nonnegative integer m 
such that w(yi) >_>_ w(xi) for all i < m and W(ym) < W(Xm). 
Proof. See [4: (1.3)]. 
Lemma 3.14. (1) Assume that w is nonreal. Then there exists a unique nonzero 
nonmaximal prime ideal P in Rw, and we have the following: (Rw)p is the only 
subring of K containing R~ which is different from K and different from R~ ; 
P(R~)p = P, i.e., P is the unique maximal ideal in (Rw)p; (R~)p and Rw/P are one 
dimensional regular local domains; and for any nonzero elements X' and Y' in 
Mw we have that Y ' /X '~ ~ Mw for every positive integer n if and only if Y' ~ P 
and X'  q~ P. In particular there exist nonzero elements X and Y in R~ such that 
Y(R~)p = P and XR~ = M~, and for any such elements X and Y we have the 
following: given any 0 4: f ~ K there exist unique integers a and b such that 
w(f)  = aw(X)+ bw(Y), i,e., f / (X"  yb) is a unit in R~; moreover f e Rw if and 
only if either b > O, or b = 0 and a >>_ 0; in particular (w(X), w(Y)) is a free basis 
of the value group of w. 
(2) I f  y/x ~ ~ M~ for every positive integer n then w is nonreat and P c~ R = yR 
where P is the unique nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal in Rw. I f  w is nonreat and 
Pc~R = yR where P is the unique nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal in Rw then: 
y/x ~ ~ M,  for every positive integer n, y(R~) e = P, xR~ = M~, RyR = (R~)p, and 
h(R) = h(Rw) where h is the canonical epimorphism of R ,  onto Rw/P. 
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(3) Assume that y/x"e Mw for every positive integer n. Let R, be the n th 
quadratic transform of R along w and let y, = y/x". Then (R,, x, y,) is a canonical 
quadratic transform of(R, x, y) for all n >= O. Given 0 4: f E R let b = ordya f and 
a = ordR/yf/yb; then f/(xay b) iS a unit in R a and hence a unit in Rw. Given any 
finite number of nonzero elements f l , . . . ,  fq in Rw there exists a nonnegative 
integer m such that f l , . . . ,  f~ are R,-monomials in (x, y~) for all n >__ m. 
(4) Assume that w is nonreal and R is a spot over a pseudogeometric domain, 
and let f l ,  ..., fq be any finite number of nonzero elements in Rw. Then there 
exists a canonical quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y) along w such that 
y'/x '~ ~ Mw for every positive integer n, and f l, ..., f q are R'-monomials in(x', y'). 
Proof of (1). Actually (1) is true for any two dimensional local domain R, 
i.e., without assuming R to be regular. The proof follows from [2: Theorem t] 
and well known elementary properties of valuation rings. 
Proof of (2). If y/x"~ M~ for every positive integer n then clearly ~ is 
nonreal and by (1) we get that y e P and x ¢ P where P is the unique nonzero 
nonmaximal prime ideal in Rw, and hence 0 :~ yR C Pc~ R + M ; since yR and 
Pc~R are prime ideals in R and dimR = 2, we must have Pc~R=yR. Now 
assume that w is nonreal and P c~ R = yR where P is the unique nonzero non- 
maximal prime ideal in Rw. Since P n R = yR we get that RrR C (R,,)e; since Ry e 
and (Rw)e are one dimensional regular local domains with quotient field K we 
must have R r R = (R~)p and hence y(Rw)e = P. Let h' be the canonical epimorphism 
of (Rw)p onto (R,~)e/P. Then h'(R) and h'(Rw) are one dimensional regular local 
domains with quotient field h' ( ( Rw)p) and h' ( R ) C h' ( Rw) ; therefore h' ( R ) = h' ( Rw) 
and hence h(R)= h(Rw) where h is the canonical epimorphism of Rw onto 
R~/P; consequently h(x) h(R~) = h(Mw). Now x ~ Mw and x ~ P; therefore 
z/x ~ P(Rw)p = P C Rw for all z e P, and hence xRw = M~. Since y ~ P, x ~ M~, 
and x ~ P, we also get that y/x"E Mw for every positive integer n. 
Proof of(3). Clearly (R,, x, y,) is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y) 
for all n > 0. Now h(f /y  b) = Dh(x) a where h is the canonical epimorphism of R 
onto R/yR and D is a unit in h(R). Therefore f /yb = Exa+ ry where E is a 
unit in R and r is an element in R. Let E' = E + ry a. Then E' is a unit in Ra and 
f / (xay b) = E'. The last assertion ow follows from Lemma 3.6. 
Proof of (4). In view of(3) it suffices to find a canonical quadratic transform 
(R', x', y') of (R, x, y) along w such that y'/x'" ~ Mw for every positive integer n. 
By [5 : (VI) on page 15] there exists a quadratic transform R" of R along w 
and a basis (x*, y*) of the maximal ideal M" in R" such that y*/x*" ~ Mw for 
every positive integer n. We can take a basis (x", y") of M" such that (R", x", y") 
is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, y). Now either (x", y*) R" = M" or 
(y", y*) = M". Upon relabelling x" and y" we may assume that (x", y*) R" = M". 
Then by (2) we get that y*/x"" ~ M~ for every positive integer n. If y" ~ y 'R"  
then y"/x""e Mw for every positive integer n and hence it suffices to take 
(R", x", y") for (R', x', y'). Now assume that y"¢ y 'R"  and let b = ordR./y,y". 
Then b is a positive integer and by (3) we get that w(y") = bw(x"). Let R' be the 
b th quadratic transform of R" along w, let x '=  x", and let y '=  y*/x "b. Then 
(x', y') is a basis of the maximal ideal in R' and y'/x'" ~ Mw for every positive 
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integer n. Let R 1 be the (b -  1) th quadratic transform of R" along w and let 
Yl = Y"/x"b-l. Then (R 1, x", Yt) is a canonical (b -  1) th quadratic transform of 
(R", x", y") along w and w(y 0 = w(x"). It follows that (R', x', y') is a canonical 
first quadratic transform of (Rt, x", YO, and hence (R', x', y') is a canonical 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y) along w. 
§ 4. Nonsplitting and quadratic transforms 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with maximal ideal M 
such that RIM is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4= 0. Let (x, y) 
be a basis of M. Let J be a coefficient set for R. Let w be a valuation of the 
quotient field K of R such that w dominates R and w is residually algebraic 
over R. Let (R n, xn, y~) be the canonical nth quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w, and let M~ be the maximal ideal in Rn. 
Definition 4.t. Let f (Z )~ K [Z]. f (Z )  is said to be R-standard if 
p-1 
f (Z )  = Z p + F + ~ f iZ  p-t 
i=1 
where F, f l ,  ..., fp -  1 are elements in R such that: f~ e fi+ ~M for 1 < i <p - 2, 
p ~ f lM ,  and fp_ t = g'gP- 1 where g' is a unit in R and g is a nonzero element 
in R. f (Z )  is said to be of [R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v) if f (Z )  is R-standard and 
u and v are nonnegative integers uch that fp_ ~/(xUyV) p- ~ is a unit in R where 
fp -  1 is the coefficient of Z in f (Z) .  f (Z )  is said to be of [R, x, y]-standard-type 
zero if there exist nonnegative integers u and v such that: f (Z )  is of [R, x, y]- 
standard-type (u, v), and f(0) ~ xUpyvPR, f (Z)  is said to be of [R, x, y]-standard- 
type one if there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z )  is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f(O)/(xay b) is a unit in R, (a, b) ~ 0(p), a < up, and 
b <= vp. f (Z)  is said to be of JR, x, y]-standard-type two if there exist nonnegative 
integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z )  is of [R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f(O)~xay~R, 
a < up, b ~ vp, b = 0(p), and ordR/:,f(O)/(xny b) = 1. 
In [6: Theorem 8 (3)] we proved the following: 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that w is real nondiscrete. Let f (Z )  e K [Z]. Assume 
that f (Z )  is of [R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v) for some nonne#ative ntegers u 
and v. Also assume that there exists a coefficient set J' for R and an element z in 
Mc~(radRfp_iR), where fp-1 is the coefficient of Z in f (Z) ,  such that if i is 
any positive integer and r and r' are any elements in J such that r ~ - r' ~ M then 
r i -  r 'e zR. Then there exists a nonne#ative integer m, a basis (x', y') of Mm, 
an element s' in R=, and an Rm-monomial s in (x', y') such that for f ' (Z)  = s- p x 
x f ( sZ  + s') we have that f ' (Z)  is of [R m, xm, y=]-standard-type (u', v') where u' 
and v' are nonnegative integers such that if u' + v' 4:0 then; u' > 0 and there exist 
nonneaative inteaers a' and b" such that f(O)/(x'a'y 'v) is a unit in Rm, a' <p, 
b' < p, (a', b')#~ O(p), and if v'= 0 then b'= O. 
We shall now deduce the following slight refinement of the above theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume that w is real nondiscrete. Let f (Z )e  K[Z]. Assume 
that f (Z )  is R-standard. Then there exists a nonnegative integer m and an R m- 
translate i f (Z)  of f (Z )  such that either f ' (Z)  is of [Rm, xm, ym]-standard-type 
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zero, or f ' (Z)  is of [Rm, gin, ym]-standard-type one, or f ' (Z)  is of [R,,, Ym, xm]- 
standard-type one. 
Proof. Let J '  be any coefficient set for R. Then J'  is a coefficient set for R. 
for all n _>_ 0. Let z = x if w(y) ~ w(x), and z = y if w(y) < w(x). Then z e M,  for 
all n>__0. Also MR1 =zR~ and hence MR.=zR.  for all n>0.  It follows that 
if n and i are any positive integers and r and r' are any elements in J '  such that 
r i - -  r' ~ M.  then r i - r' e M and hence ri - r' ~ zR.. Let fp_ 1 be the coefficient 
of Z in f(Z).  Now w is real, z e Mw, and 0 ~= jp_ a e Rw; therefore there exists 
a positive integer qsuch that zq/fp_ 1 ~ Rw. By Lemma 3.6 there exists a positive 
integer n' such that z~/fp_ 1 e R.,. It follows that z e radR. fp_ a R. for all n -> n'. 
By assumption there exists a nonzero element 0 in R such that fp_ ~/9 p- ~ is 
a unit in R. By Lemma 3.7 there exists an integer n_>_ n' such that O is an R.- 
monomial in (x., y.). Consequently there exist nonnegative integers u* and v* 
such that fp_ 1/(x~*y~.*) p- 1 is a unit in R.. It follows that f (Z)  is of [R., x., y.]- 
standard-type (u*, v*). Upon taking (R., x., y., u*, v*) for (R, x, y, u, v) in Theorem 
4.2 we find an integer m > n, a basis (x', y') of Ms, an element s' in Rm, and an 
R,.-monomial s in (x', y') such that for f " (Z )=s-P f (sZ+s  ') we have that 
f"(Z) is of [R m, Xm, y,.]-standard-type (u", v") where u" and v" are nonnegative 
integers uch that if u" + v" + 0 then: u" > 0 and there exist nonnegative integers 
a" and b" such that f"(O)/(x'a"y 'r) is a unit in R,., a" < p, b" < p, (a", b") ~- O(p), 
and if v"=O then b"=0. Let f~'-i be the coefficient of Z in f"(Z).  Then 
f~'_~/(x'U"y'V") p- ~ is a unit in Rm. Also there exist nonnegative integers d and 
e such that s/(x'dy 'e) is a unit in R,.. Let u' = u" + d and v' = v" + e. Then u' and v' 
are nonnegative integers. Let f ' (Z )= f (Z  + s') and let f~_ 1 be the coefficient 
of Z in f '(Z). Then f " (Z)= s-Pf ' (sZ) and hence f~_ 1= s p- i f ; ,  x and f'(0) 
= sPf"(O). Therefore we get he following: (1) f~_ 1/(x'"' y'"')P-~ is a unit in R,.; 
(2) if u" + v" = 0 then (f'(O)) p- ~ ~ (f~,_ ~)P Rm ; (3) if u" + v" +- 0 then upon letting 
a'= a"+ dp and b'= b"+ ep we have that a' and b' are nonnegative integers, 
f'(O)/(x'a'y 'b') is a unit in Rm, (a', b')~0(p), a' <u'p, and b'<= v'p. Now 
"* ~* P- is a unit in R., and x. and y. are R.,-monomials in (x,., y.,); fp -1 / (x .y . )  ' 
consequently there exist nonnegative integers uand v such that fp_ 1/(x~,y~) p- 1 
is a unit in Rm ; since f (Z)  is R-standard we get that f (Z)  is Rm-standard; it 
follows that f (Z) is of [ Rm, x,., y,.]-standard-type (u, v). Since f ' (Z) = f ( Z + s'), 
by [4: (1.6)] we then get that f ' (Z)  is of [Rm, x,., ym]-Standard-type (u, v) and 
hence in particular: (4) f ' (Z) is R,.-standard, and (5) f~_ 1/(x~y~.) p- 1 is a unit 
in R,.. By (4) and (5)it follows that if (f'(0)) p-~ e(f~_x)PR~ then f ' (Z)  is of 
[Rm, Xm, y,.]-standard-type zero. So now assume that (f'(O))P-l¢ (f~_ 1)PR,.. 
Then by (1), (2) and (3) we get that there exist nonnegative integer u', v', a', b' 
such that: (6) f~_x/(x'"'y'~') p-1 is a unit in Rm; and (7) f'(O)/(x'"'y 'b') is a unit 
in R.,, (a', b') ~ 0(p), a' < u'p, and b' < v'p. First suppose that v' > 0; now u' > 0 
by (7); since (x,., y.,) and (x', y') are bases of Mm, by (5) and (6) we get that either 
X'/Xm and y'/y,, are units in R,. or y'/xm and x'/y,, are units in Rm; by (4), (6) and 
(7) it follows that ifx'/x,, and y'/y., are units in R,. then f ' (Z)  is of JR,., x,., y,.]- 
standard-type one and if y'/x,, and x'/ym are units in R,. then f ' (Z)  is of 
[Rm, y,., x,.]-standard-type one. Next suppose that v' =0;  now u '> 0 by (7); 
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since (xm, Ym) and (x', y') are bases of Mm, by (5) and (6) it follows that either 
x'/xm is a unit in Rm or x'/ym is a unit in Rm ; by (4), (6) and (7) it follows that if 
x'/x~ is a unit in Rm then f ' (Z)  is of [Rm, xm, y~]-standard-type one, and if 
x'/ym is a unit in R,~ then f ' (Z) is of [Rm, Ym, xm]-standard-type one. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that w(y)= w(x). Let f (Z)~ K [Z]. Assume that f (Z)  
is of JR, x, y]-standard-type two. Then there exists an Rl-translate f ' (Z)  of 
f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of [R 1, x 1, yt]-standard-type either zero or one or two. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that : f (Z)  is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f(0) e x°ybR, a < up, b < vp, b -= 0(p), and 
ordR/xf(O)/(x°y b) = 1. Also x = xl and y = xl(yl + t) where 0+ t e J .  It follows 
that f (Z)  is of JR1, xl, yl ]-standard-type (u', 0) where u' = u + v. If f(0) e x]'PRt 
then f (Z)  is of [R t, x~, yl ]-standard-type z ro and it sufl]ces to take f ' (Z)  = f(Z). 
Now assume that f(O)¢x]'PR1. Since orde/xf(O)/(x°yb)=l we get that 
f(O)/(x~yb)= A y + Bx + D where O=~ A E J, B ~ J, D e M 2. Let a' = a + b + l,
B'= At + B, and D'= D/x 2. Then B' e R, D' e R 1, and 
f(0) = x~'(y~ + t)b(B' + Ay~ + D'xt). 
In particular f(O)6x~l"Rl and hence a'<u'p. Since b~0(p)  we get that 
b ~ pR C M C M1 and hence (Yl + t) b - tb ~ M2. Therefore 
f(O)=x~'(B'tb+Atbyl +D"x 1 +E) with D"eR 1, E~M 2. 
Now B'tOe R and At b ~ R, and hence there exist unique elements B y and A* 
in J such that B' t  b - B* ~ M and At b - A* e M. Since MR 1 = XlRt we get that 
B't b - B* ~ x lR  1 and At b - A* ~ x lR  1. Therefore 
f(O) = x~'(B y + A*y 1 + DYxl + E) with D y e R 1 . 
Since 04:Ae J ,  O . t~ J ,  A*e J ,  and Atb-A*~M,  wc must have A* 4:0. It 
follows that i fB*4:0 then f(O)/x~' is a unit in R1, and if B*=0 then 
orde,/~ f(O)/x~' = 1. Therefore i fa'  ~ 0(p) then f (Z)  is of [Rt, xl, yl]-standard- 
type one or two according as B* 4:0 or B y = 0 and hence we may again take 
f ' (Z)  = f(Z). So now assume that a' ~ 0(p). Since R/M is algebraically closed, 
there exists r 'e J  such that r'P+ B y e M. Let r=r'x~ "/p. Then r eR  1. Since 
MR~ =XlR  1 we get that 
rP + B*x~'e x*~'+ I R~ . 
Let f ' (Z)  =f (Z  + r). By [4: (1.6)] we get that f ' (Z)  is of [R~, x~, y~]-standard- 
type (u', 0). Since a' < u'p and f (Z)  is of [R~, xl, y~]-standard-type (u',0) we get 
that f ' (0)  - r p - f(0) e x~ '+ ~R~. Therefore 
f'(O)= x~'(A*yl + D~x~ + E) with D~ e R1. 
Since 0 ~: A y e J and E ~ M 2 we conclude that ' ' orde~/~  f (0)/~= 1 and hence 
f ' (Z)  is of [Rt, x~, y~]-standard-type two. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume that w(y)> w(x). Let f (Z )e  K[Z]. Assume that f (Z)  
is of [ R, x, y]-standard-type two. Then there exists an R ~-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z) 
such that f ' (Z)  is of [RI, x~, y~]-standard-type zero or one or two. 
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Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z )  is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f (O) e xayb R, a < up, b <= vp, b = O(p), and 
orde/x f(O)/(xay b) = 1. 
Also x = xl and y = xlyl .  It follows that f (Z )  is of [R1, xl, yl]-standard-type 
(u', v) where u '= u + v. Since ordR/xf(O)/(x"yb)= 1 we get that f(O)/(xay b) 
= Ay+ Bx + DwhereO4: A eJ, Be J ,  De  M 2. Leta '=a+ b+ 1 and D'= D/x 2. 
Then D' e Rx and 
f (O)=x] 'y~(B+Ay l+D,  xO ~" b e xl  yIR1 • 
For a moment suppose that a' ~ u'p; since a < up and b <<- vp we must then have 
a' = u'p and b = vp; consequently f (Z )  is of JR1, Xl, Y 1 ]-standard-type z ro and it 
suffices to take f ' (Z )=f (Z) .  Now assume that a '< u'p. If B 4:0 then 
f(O)/(x~'y~) is a unit in R1, and ifB 4:0 then ordRl/xl f(O)/(x~'~) = 1. Therefore 
if a '~  0(p) then f (Z )  is of [R1, Xl, yl]-standard-type one or two according as 
B #: 0 or B = 0 and hence we may again take f ' (Z)  = f(Z).  So now also assume 
that a '= 0(p). Since R/M is algebraically closed there exists r' e J such that 
r 'p q- B e M. Let r = r'xal"/Py~/p. Then r • Rt. Since MR 1 = x lR  1 we get that 
rV + B x~" ybl e x]" + l ~ R1. 
Let f ' (Z)  = f (Z  + r). By [4: (1.6)] we get that f ' (Z)  is of [R 1, x 1, yl]-standard- 
type (u', v). Since a '< u'p, b < vp, and f (Z )  is of [R1, xl, yl]-standard-type 
(u', v) we get that f'(O) - r p - f(O) • x~ ' + l y~ R 1. Therefore 
f '(O)=x~'y~(Ayl +D*xt)  with D*eRI .  
Since 0 4: A e J  we conclude that orde,/x~ f ' (O)/(x~'~)= 1 and hence f ' (Z)  is 
of [R 1, xl, yl]-standard-type two. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume that w(y)< w(x). Let f (Z )•  K [Z]. Assume that f (Z)  
is of [R, x, y]-standard-type two. Then f (Z )  is of [R 1, x l, yt]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z )  is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f(O) e xaybR, b - O(p), a < up, b <= vp, and 
orde/xf(O)/(x~yb)= 1. Also x l=x ly  t and Y=Yl .  It follows that f (Z )  is of 
[R I, x 1, yl]-standard-type (u, v') where v '=u+v.  Let b '=a+b+l .  Since 
a < up and b <= vp we get that b' < v'p. Since b - 0(p) we also get that (a, b') ~ 0(p). 
Since orde/~f(O)/(x~yb)=l we get that f (O) / (x*yb)=Ay+Bx+D where 
0 4: A e J, B e J, and D e M 2. Let D' = D/y~. Then D' • R t and 
f(O) = x]y~'(A + Bx~ + D'y0.  
Since 04: A e J  we conclude that f(O)/(x~y~') is a unit in RI. Therefore f (Z )  
is of [RI, x~, yl]-standard-type one. 
Lemma 4.7. Assume that w(y)= w(x). Let f (Z )•  K[Z]. Assume that f (Z )  
is either of [R, x, y]-standard-type one or of [R, y, x]-standard-type one. Then 
either f (Z)  is of [R1, xl, yl]-standard-type one or there exists an Rl-translate 
f ' (Z)  of f (Z )  such that f ' (Z)  is of [R 1, xl, yl]-standard-type two. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z )  is of 
[Rl, Xl, yl]-standard-type (u,v), f(O)/(x~y b) is a unit in R, (a, b)~ O(p), a ~ up, 
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b<-vp, and either a<up or b<vp. Also x=x 1 and y=xl(y l  +t) where 
04=teJ. Let u '=u+v and a'=a+b. Then f(Z) is of [R 1, xl, yl]-standard- 
type (u', 0), f(O)/x]" is a unit in R1, and a '< u'p. Therefore if a'@ 0(p) then 
f (Z)  is of [R 1, Xl, yl]-standard-type one. Now assume that ' -0(p) .  Since 
(a, b) ~ 0(p) we must then have b @ 0(p). Since f(O)/(xay b) is a unit in R we get 
that f(O)/(xayb)=A+D where 04=A~J and DeM.  Let D'=D/xl. Then 
D' ~ R I and 
f(O) = x]'(y 1 + t)O(A + O'xi) 
=x] ' (At~+Abtb- ly l+D"x~+E ) where D"eRI, E~M 2. 
Now Abtb-xe R and hence there exists a unique element A'~J  such that 
A' -Abtb - l~M.  Since b~0(p),  04=A~J, and 04: ted  we get that A'4=0. 
Let E* =E +(Abt b-1 -A ' )y  1 and B=At  b. Then 
f(O)=x~i'(B+A'y~ +D"x~ +E*), B~R,  E* ~M~. 
Since R/M is algebraically closed there exists r' ~ J such that r 'v + B ~ M. Let 
r=r'x] "/v. Then r~R~. Since MRa =x~R~ we get that 
r v + Bx]'~ x~'+lR1. 
Letf'(Z) =f(Z+ r). By [4: (1.6)] we get that f'(Z) is of [R l, x~, yl]-standard- 
type (u', 0). Since a' < u'p and f(Z) is of [Ri, x~, yl]-standard-type (u', 0) we get 
that f '(0) - r p - f(0) ~ x~ '+ 1 R1" Therefore 
f'(O)=x~'(A'yl +D*xl +E*) where D*~R1. 
Since 04= A' ~J  we conclude that , a, ordgx/xlf (O)/x 1 = 1. Therefore f '(Z) is of 
[R1, Xl, yl]-standard-type two. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume that w(y)> w(x). Let f (Z)~ K [Z]. Assume that f(Z) 
is of" [R, x, y]-standard-type one. Then f(Z) is of [R1, xl, yi]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f(Z) is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u,v), f(O)/(xay b) is a unit in R, (a, b) $ 0(p), a < up, and 
b -< vp. Also x = xl and y = xly 1. Let u' = u + v and a' = a + b. Then f(Z) is of 
[R1, xl, yl]-standard-type (u', v), f(O)/(x~'~) is a unit in R~, (a', b )$  0(p), and 
a'< up. Therefore f(Z) is of JR1, xl, y j -standard-type one. 
Lenmaa 4.9. Assume that w(y) < w(x). Let f(Z) ~ K[Z]. Assume that f (Z) 
is of [R, x, y]-standard-type one. Then f(Z) is of [R1, x~, y~]-standard-type one 
and of [R1, Yl, xl]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u, v, a, b such that: f (Z) is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), f(O)/(x"y b) is a unit in R, (a, b) $ 0(p), a < up, and 
b <= vp. Also x = xlyl  and y = y~. Let v' = u + v and b' = a + b. Then f (Z) is of 
[R1, xl, yt]-standard-type (u, v'), f(O)/(x~')is a unit in R1, (a, b ' )$ 0(p), and 
b' < vp. Therefore f(Z) is of JR1, xl, y~]-standard-type one and of [R~, y~, xl]- 
standard-type one. 
Lemma 4.t0. Assume that w(y) 4= w(x). Let f (Z) ~ K [Z]. Assume that f(Z) 
is of [ R, x, y]-standard-type one. Then f ( Z) is of [ R1, x ~, y l ]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9. 
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Lemma 4.tt .  I f  w(y) 4= w(x) then (R1, Yl, xl) is the canonical first quadratic 
transform of (R, y, x). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 4.t2. Assume that w(y) @ w(x). Let f (Z) ~ K [ Z]. Assume that f (Z) 
is either of [R, x, y]-standard-type one or of JR, y, x]-standard-type one. Then 
f ( Z) is either of [ R, x l, Y 1 I-standard-type one or of [ R i, Y l, x 1 I-standard-type one. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11. 
Lemma 4.i3. Assume that w(y)4= w(x). Let f (Z)e  K[Z]. Assume that f(Z) 
is of [R, x, y]-standard-type one and of JR, y, x]-standard-type one. Then f(Z) 
is of [R1, xl, yl]-standard-type one and of [R l, Yl, xl]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11. 
Lemma 4.t4. Assume that w(y)< w(x). Let f (Z) ~ K [ Z]. Assume that f (Z) 
is of [R, y, x]-standard-type one. Then f(Z) is of [R1, Yi, xl]-standard'type one. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11. 
Lemma 4.t5. Assume that w(y)> w(x). Let f (Z) e K[Z]. Assume that f(Z) 
is of [R, y, x]-standard-type one. Then f(Z) is of [R1, xi, yl]-standard-type one 
and of [Rl, Yl, xl]-standard-type one. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.11. 
Theorem 4.t6. Assume that w is irrational. Let f (Z)e  K[Z]. Assume that 
f(Z) is R-standard. Also assume that for each nonnegative integer n it is true 
that there does not exist any Rn-translate of f (Z) which is of [ Rn, xn, Yn]'standard- 
type zero. Then there exists a nonnegative integer m and an Rm-translate f'(Z) 
of f (Z) such that for all n ~ m we have that f'(Z) is of [ R~, x~, y~]-standard-type 
one and of [R~, Yn, x~]-standard-type one. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11 there exists a nonnegative integer d such that 
w(x~) 4= w(yn) for all n _-> d. Clearly f(Z) is Rd-standard and hence by Theorem 4.3 
there exists an integer e _>_ d and an Re-translate f ' (Z )  of f(Z) such that f'(Z) 
ist either of [R e, x~, ye]-standard-type one or of IRe, Ye, xe]-standard-type one. 
First suppose that f '(Z) is of [R e, x e, Ye]-standard-type one; since w is real there 
exists an integer m > e such that w(yi) > w(x~) for e __< i < m - 1 and w(ym- l) < 
< w(xm_ 1); applying Lemma 4.8 successively m - e - 1 times we see that f'(Z) 
if of [Rm-~, xm-1, Ym-1]-standard-typ e one; by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.13 we then 
get that for all n __> m : f'(Z) is of [Rn, x~, yn]-standard-type one and f ' (Z)  is of 
[R~, y~, x~]-standard-type one. Next suppose that f '(Z) is of [R e, Ye, xe]-stand- 
ard-type one; since w is real there exists an integer m > e such that w(yi) < w(xi) 
for e ~ i < m - 1 and w(ym_ 1) > w(x~_ 1); applying Lemma 4.14 successively 
m - e - 1 times we see that f'(Z) is of [Rm- 1, Ym- 1, xm- 1]-standard-type one; 
by Lemmas 4.15 and 4.13 we then see that for all n _>_ m: f ' (Z)  is of [R~, x~, y~]- 
standard-type one and f'(Z) is of [R~, y~, x~]-standard-type one. 
Theorem 4.t7. Assume that w is real nondiscrete. Let f(Z) e K[Z]. Assume 
that f(Z) is R-standard. Also assume that for every nonnegative integer n it is 
true that there does not exist any Rn-translate of f(Z) which is of [Rn, x~, yn]- 
standard-type zero. Then there exists a positive integer m such thatfor every 
integer n ~ m there exists an R~-translate f(n>(Z) of f (Z) such that for all n >-_ m 
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we have the following; if w(y,_ 1)>= w(xn-1) then ftn)(Z) is of [R,, x,, y,]- 
standard-type either one or two, and if w(y,_ 1)< w(x,_ 1) then fc~)(Z) is of
[ R,, xN, y,]-standard-type one. 
Proof. If w is not rational then our assertion follows from Theorem 4.16. 
Now assume that w is rational. By Theorem 4.3 there exists a nonnegative 
integer dand an Rctranslate f'(Z) off (Z)  such that f '(Z) is either of [Rd, Xd, yd]. 
standard-type one or of [R d, Yd, xd]-standard-typ e one. Since w is rational there 
exists an integer m > d such that w(xi) #: w(yi) for d __< i < m - 1 and w(xm_ 1) 
= w(Ym-1). By applying Lemma 4.12 successively m-  d -  1 times we see that 
f '(Z) is either of [Rm_ 1, xm-1, Ym-1]-standard-typ e one or of [Rm-1, Y,,-1, 
xm- 1J-standard-type one. By Lemma 4.7 there exists an Rm-translate ft")(Z) of 
f'(Z) such that ftmJ(z) is of [R,., xm, ym]-standard-type either one or two. 
Repeatedly applying Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.10 we find an R,-translate 
ft")(Z) of f~m)(Z) for all n > m such that for all n>m we have the following: if 
w(y._ 1)>= w(x,_ i) then f~") is of [R., xn, y,]-standard-type either one or two, 
and if w(y._ 1) < w(x,_ 1) then ft")(Z) is of [R., x., y.]-standard-type one. 
Lemma 4.t8. Let f(Z) E K[Z], let z be an element in an overfield of K such 
that f(z)= O, and let L = K(z). Assume that f(Z) is of [R, x, y]-standard-type 
zero and f(Z) is irreducible in K [Z]. Then R splits in L and w splits in L. 
Proof. Now there exist nonnegative integers u and v such that f(Z) is of 
[R, x, y]-standard-type (u, v), and f(0)e x~PyVnR. Let z '= z/(xUf) and f'(z) 
=(xUf)-Pf(x~fZ).  Then L=K(z'), f ' (z ' )=0,  f'(Z) is irreducible in K[Z], 
and f '(Z) is of [R, x, y]-standard-type (0, 0). In particular f ' (Z)=ZP+ 
+ f~Z~- l+. . .+f~_~Z+F ' where F'eR,  f~_~eR, f~_~(EM, and f i eM 
for 1 _< i < p - 2. Therefore by [6: Lemma 11 (1)], R splits in L and w splits in L. 
Theorem 4.t9. Let f(Z) ~ K [Z], let z be an element in an overfield of K such 
that f (z) = O, and let L = K (z). Assume that f ( Z) is R-standard, f ( Z) is irreducible 
in K[Z], and w does not split in L. Then we have the following. (1) I f  w is real 
nondiscrete then there exists a positive integer m such that for every integer n >_ m 
there exists an R.-translate f{")(Z) of f(Z) such that for all n >>_ m we have the 
following: if w(y~_ l) > w(x._ 1) then ft~(Z) is of [ R~, x., y.]-standard-type 
either one or two, and if w(y._ 1) < w(x._ i) then ft"~(Z) is of [ R., x., y~]-standard- 
type one. (2) I f  w is irrational then there exists a nonnegative integer m and an 
Rm-translate f ' (Z) of f(Z) such that for all n > m we have that f'(Z) is of 
[ R., x., y.]-standard-type one and of [ R., y., x.]-standard-type one. 
Proof. If n is any nonnegative integer and f*(Z) is any R.-translate of f(Z) 
then f*(Z) is irreducible in K[Z] and there exists z*e L such that L = K(z*) 
and f*(z*)= O. Therefore our assertion follows from Theorem 4.16, Theorem 
4.17, and Lemma 4.18. 
Lemma 4.20. Let L be a separable p-cyclic extension of K. Assume that K 
is of nonzero characteristic. Then there exists a primitive lement z of L over K 
such that the minimal monic polynomial of z over K is R-standard. 
Proof. Now K is of characteristic p and hence there exists a primitive 
element z' of L over K such that z 'p - z' E K (for instance see [8 : Chapter IX]). 
Since K is the quotient field of R, there exist elements G and H in R such that 
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G #: 0andz 'p -  z' = H/G. Letz = z'G,F = -HG p-l, andf(Z)  = Z p - GP-IZ+F. 
Then z is a primitive lement of L over K, f (Z)  is the minimal monic polynomial 
of z over K, and clearly f (Z)  is R-standard. 
Lemma 4.2i. Let L be a p-cyclic extension of K. Assume that K is of charac- 
teristic zero, K contains a primitive pth root of 1, K contains a (p - 1) th root of p, 
and w is real nondiscrete. Then either (1) there exists a primitive lement z" of L 
over K, a nonnegative integer m', a unit Dn in R, for all n >__ m', and nonnegative 
:> P integers a(n) and b(n) Jbr all n=m,  such that for all n>_m' we have that 
Z p + D,x~t")~ t~ is the minimal monic polynomial of z' over K and (a(n), b(n))~- 
#g 0(p); or (2) there exists a primitive element z of L over K and a nonnegative 
integer m such that the minimal monic polynomial of z over K is Rm-standard. 
Proof. Since K contains a primitive pth root of 1, there exists a primitive 
element z' of L over K such that the minimal monic polynomial of z' over K 
is of the form Z p + F with 0 :t: F e R. By Lemma 3.7 there exists a nonnegative 
integer m' such that for all > ' n = mwe have that F = D~x~t~)~ ~ where Dn is a 
unit in R~ and a(n) and b(n) are nonnegative integers. If (a(n), b(n)) ~ 0(p) for 
> , all n = m then we have nothing more to show. So now assume that (a(e), b(e)) 
0(p) for some e > m'. Let z* = z'/(x~te)/Py~ te /p) and f*(Z) = Z p + De. Then 
z* is a primitive lement of L over K and f*(Z) is the minimal monic polynomial 
of z* over K. By [6: Lemma 31] there exists an integer m > e, and elements  
and t in Rm with t4:0 such that for f (Z )= t -v f * ( tZ+s)  we have that f (Z)  is 
Rm-standard. Let z = (z* - s)/t. Then z is a primitive element of L over K and 
f (Z)  is the minimal monic polynomial of z over K. 
Lemma 4.22. Let f (Z)~ K[Z], let z be an element in an overfield of K such 
that f (z )= O, and let L = K(z). Then we have the following. (1) I f  f (Z)  is of 
[ R, x, y]-standard-type two then [L:K]  = p and ordxR is totally ramified in L. 
(2) I f  f (Z)  is of JR, x, y]-standard-type one then [L :K]  = p, ordxR is totally 
ramified in L, and ordy R does not split in L. (3) I f  f (Z)  is of JR, x, y]-standard- 
type one and f (Z)  is of [R, y, x]-standard-type one then [L:K]  = p, ordxR is 
totally ramified in L, and ordy R is totally ramified in L. (4) I f  p ~ xR and 
f (Z)  = Z p + Dx~y bwhere D is a unit in R and a and b are nonnegative integers 
such that (a, b) ~ O(p) then [L : K] = p, ordxR is totally ramified in L, and ordyR 
does not split in L. (5) I f  p ~ xyR and f (Z)  = Z p + Dx~y bwhere D is a unit in R 
and a and b are nonnegative inteoers uch that (a, b) ~ O(p) then [ L : K] = p, ord~ 
is totally ramified in L, and ordy~ is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 2.8. (2), (3), (4), (5) follow from Lemma 2.9. 
Theorem 4.23. Let L be a p-extension of K such that w does not split in L. 
Assume that if K is of characteristic zero then K contains a primitive pth root 
of 1 and K contains a (p -  1) th root of p. Then we have the following. (1) I f  w is 
real nondiscrete then there exists a nonneoative integer m such that for all n > m: 
ordR, does not split in L and ord~,R~ is totally ramified in L. (2) I f  w is irrational 
then there exists a nonnegative integer m such that for all n >- m: ordR, is totally 
ramified in L, ordx,~, is totally ramified in L, and ordy, R" is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. The case when L is a separable p-cyclic extension of K follows from 
Lemmas 3.12, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, Theorem 4.19, and the observation that for any 
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n > 0: if w(y,_ 1) > w(x,_ 1) then ordg._ 1 = ordx.g., and if w(y,_ 1) < w(x,_ 1) 
then ordg._ ~ = ordy.R .. In the general case let H be the set of all subfields of L 
which are separable p-cyclic extensions of K. Note that H is a finite set and for 
each K' in H we have that w does not split in K'. To prove (1) suppose that w 
is real nondiscrete; then for each K 'e  H there exists a nonnegative integer 
m(K') such that for all n ~ m(K') : ord R. does not split in K' and ordx.R, is totally 
ramified in K';  since H is a finite set we can take a nonnegative integer m such 
:>  t - -  . that m=m(K)  for all K'eH;  by Lemma 2.t0 it follows that for all n>m 
ordR. does not split in L and ordx.g, is totally ramified in L. To prove (2) suppose 
that w is irrational; then for each K' e H there exists a nonnegative integer m(K') 
such that for all n > m(K'): ordg., ord~.R., and ordr.R, are totally ramified in K'; 
since H is a finite set we can take a nonnegative integer m such that m > m(K') 
for all K' e H;  by Lemma 2.10 it follows that for all n > m" ordR., ordx.R., and 
ordy.R, are totally ramified in L. 
For the sake of completeness we shall now prove analogues of the above 
result for discrete valuations and nonreal valuations. 
Theorem 4.24. Let L be a finite aloebraie extension of K. Assume that w is 
discrete and w does not split in L. Then there exists a nonnegative integer m such 
that for all n ~ m: ordR, is totally ramified in L and ordx.R, is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. Let L* be the maximal separable xtension of K in L. Let e = [L* : K]. 
Let S be the integral closure of Rw in L*. Then S is a one dimensional regular 
local domain. Take z ~ S such that ordsz = 1, and let f (Z)  be the minimal monic 
polynomial of z over K. By Lemma 2.6 we get that L* = K(z) and the reduced 
ramification index of S over Rw is e. By well known properties of Dedekind 
domains it follows that f (Z ) -  Zee Mw[Z] and f(O)R~ = M~ (for instance see 
[11 : Lemma 2 on page 305 and the formula in the middle of page 300]). Hence 
by Lemma 3.10 there exists a nonnegative integer m such that for all n > m we 
have that: x, = x,,, x,R~ = M~, and f (Z)  - Z e ~ (x, R,) [Z]. Since x,R~ = Mw 
= f(O)R~ we get that ordx.R.f(0)= 1 for all n > m. Therefore by Lemma 2.7, 
ord~.R, is totally ramified in L* for all n >.>. m. Since L is purely inseparable 
over L* we conclude that ord~.R, is totally ramified in L for all n > m. Since 
X,=Xm for all n>m we get that ordR =ord  . . . .  R.+I for all n>m. 
Theorem 4.25. Let L be a p-extension of K. Assume that R is a spot over a 
pseudooeometric domain, w is nonreal, and w does not split in L. Then there 
exists a nonnegative integer m such that for all n > m: ordR. is totally ramified in L. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.23, in view of Lemma 2.10, without 
loss of generality we may assume that L is a separable p-cyclic extension of K. 
Then by [6: Theorem 1] there exists a nonnegative integer rn, and a basis 
(X, Y) of M,, such that Y/X  ~ ~ M~ for all e > 0, and a primitive lement z of L 
over K such that upon letting f (Z)  = Z p + fx ZP- 1 +... + fp_ 1Z + F with 
f l ,  ..., fp-1, F in K be the minimal monic polynomial of z over K we have 
that either F = X and f~e X R m for 0<i<p,  or F = Y and f~ ~ YR,, for 
0 <i<p.  Let Y, = YX" - " .  Then (X, Y,) is a basis of M, for all n ~ m. 
Also ordR. = ordxR.÷, for all n > m and hence it suffices to show that ordxg, is 
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totally ramified in L for all n > m. If F = X and f i~  XRm for 0 < i < p then for 
all n > m we get that f i  ~ XR~ for 0 < i < p and hence ordxR, is totally ramified 
in L by Lemma 2.7. So now assume that F = Y and f i~  YRm for 0 < i < p, and 
let n > m be given. Then p ~ XR~, F = Y~X n-m, and f i~  Y~x~-mR~ for 0 < i < p. 
Clearly ordxR ~ F = n - m < ordxR" f i  for 0 < i < p and ordR./x FIX ~-m = 1 ~ O(p). 
Since n>m we get that ordxRnf i>(i /p)ordxRF for 0<i<p.  Therefore by 
Lemma 2.8 it follows that ordxR" is totally ramified in L. 
§ 5. Permissible and stable polynomials 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with maximal ideal M 
such that R/M is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4: 0. Let (x, y) 
be a basis of M and let J be a coefficient set for R. Let X C M. Let w be a valu- 
ation of the quotient field K of R such that w dominates R and w is residually 
algebraic over R. Let (R j, x j, y j) be the canonical jth quadratic transform of 
(R, x, y, J) along w. 
Definition 5.t. Let f (Z)  be a monic polynomial of positive degree in Z 
with coefficients in K. f (Z)  is said to be [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible if for every 
canonical quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y, J) along w we have that 
f (Z)  is of nonsplitting-type r lative to ord R, and f (Z)  is of ramified-type 
relative to ordx,R,. Note that if f (Z)  is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible, .f'(Z) is a 
K-translate of f(Z), and (R', x', y') is a canonical quadratic transform of (R, x, 
y, J) along w, then f ' (Z) is [R', x', y', J, w]-permissible. This remark will be used 
tacitly in § 9. 
Let F s R. F is said to be of [R, x, y]-stable-pretype (m; a, b, c) if m = pn 
where n is a positive integer and a, b, c are nonnegative integers uch that: 
ordxRF = a, ordrRF > b, ordR/xF/(xay b) = c, (a, b + c) ~ O(m), and either (1) 
b = 0(m) and c < re~p, or (2) b ¢ 0(p) and c < m/p. 
Let f (Z) ~ K [Z]. f (Z) is said to be of [ R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m ; a, b, c) 
if: m = pn where n is a positive integer, f (Z)  is a monic polynomial of degr.ee m 
in Z with coefficients in R, f (Z)  is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible, f(0) is of [R, x, y]- 
stable-pretype (m; a, b, c), XfiradRybR, and ordrRf i>bi/m for 0<i<m 
where f i  is the coefficient of Z m- i in f(Z). f (Z)  is said to be JR, x, y, J, X, w]- 
stable if f (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m ; a, b, c) for some integers m, a, 
b, c. 
In § 6 to § 9 we shall develop an algorithm dealing with monic polynomials 
of degree p" with coefficients in R; here we shall state the following two results 
from that algorithm. § 6 to § 9 depend on § 2 to § 5 only in the use of Definitions 
2.2, 3.5, 5.1, Observations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and Lemma 3.13. In Lemma 9.9 o f§9  
we shall prove Theorem 5.2 which motivates the term "stable", and in Lemma 
9.25 of § 9 we shall prove Theorem 5.3 which motivates the term "permissible". 
Theorem 5.2. Let f~°)(Z)~ K[Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a o, 
bo, Co). Then for each j > 0 there exists an R j-translate ftJ)(Z) of ft°~(Z) such 
that ftJ)(z) is of [ Rj, xj, yj, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; aj, bj, cj) where for all j >_ 0 
we have the following." (1) /f w(yi)< w(xj) then ftJ+ 1)(Z)=ftJ~(z), aj+l = aj, 
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b~+ a = ordRj f°~(0), and c j+ 1 = aj + bj + cj - b j+ 1 ; (2) /f w(yj) = w(xj) then 
bt+ 1 =0;  (3) /f w(yj)> w(xj) then bt+ 1 =b t. In connection with (2) note that 
if w is rational then there exist infinitely many distinct nonneoative inteoers j for 
which w(yt) = w(xj). 
Theorem 5.3, Let m = p" where n is a positive inteoer and let f (Z)  be a monic 
polynomial of degree m with coefficients in R. Assume that w is real nondiscrete 
and f (Z)  is JR, x, y, J, w]-permissible. Also assume thai either: t) R is of charac- 
teristic p and f(Z) + Z m + f(O); or: 2) R is a spot over a pseudooeometricdomain, 
f (Z)  is irreducible in K [Z], and h(Rw) does not split in h(K [Z]) where h is the 
canonical epimorphism of K[Z] onto K[Z] / f (Z)K[Z] .  Then there exists a 
nonnegative inteoer e and for each j > e an R ftranslate fO)(Z) of f (Z) such that 
ft1)(Z) is of [Rj, xj, Yt, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a t, b t, c t) where for all j>  e we 
have the followin9: (1) /f w(yj)<w(xj) then f(t+l)(Z)=ftJ~(Z), aj+1=aj, 
bt+l=ordRjft~)(0), and c~+a=a~+bj+cj-b~+l; (2) if w(y~)=w(xj) then 
bt+ 1 = 0; (3) if w(yj) > w(xt) then bj+ 1 = bt. In connection with (2) note that if w 
is rational then there exist infinitely many distinct nonnegative inteoers j for 
which w(y~) = w(xi). 
From Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5, and Theorem 4.23 we get the following. 
Theorem 5.4. Let L be a p-extension of K. Assume that w is real nondiscrete 
and w does not split in L. Also assume that if K is of characteristic zero then K 
contains a primitive pth root of 1 and K contains a (p - 1) th root of p. Let z be an 
element in L such that z ~ K and z is integral over R. Let m = [K(z): K] and let 
f (Z) be the minimal monic polynomial of z over K. Then there exists a nonneoative 
inteoer e such that f (Z)  is [R j, xj, yj, J, w]-permissible for all j>= e. 
From Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 we get the following. 
Theorem 5.5. Let L be a p-extension of K. Assume that w is real nondiscrete 
and w does not split in L. Also assume that if K is of characteristic zero then K 
contains a primitive fh  root of land K contains a (p - 1) th root of p. Let z be 
an element in L such that z ¢ K and z is inteoral over R. Let m -- [K(z): K] and 
let f (Z)  be the minimal monic polynomial of z over K. Assume that either: 
1) R is of characteristic p and f (Z)  ~e Z r" + f(O), or: 2) R is a spot over a pseudo- 
geometric domain. Then there exists a nonnegative inteoer e and for each j >_ e 
an Rftranslate f°~(Z) of f (Z)  such that f°)(Z) is of [g~, x j, yj, J, X, w]-stable- 
type (m; a j, bt, ct) where for all j >_ e we have the followino : (1) if w(yj)< w(xt) 
then ftJ+ x)(Z ) = f<J)(Z), a~+ i = ~, b j+ 1 = ordR~ f(s~(O), and c~+ 1 = at + bj + 
+ c~- b~+~ ; (2)/f w(yi) = w(xj) then bj+~ = 0; (3)/f w(yj) > w(xj) then bj+~ = b~. 
In connection with (2) note that if w is rational then there exist infinitely many 
nonneoative inteoers j for which w(yj)= w(xj). 
Remark 5.6. For i = 1, 2, 3, 5 and k = 1, 2, ..., 25 let 5.i' and 9.k' stand 
respectively for 5.i and 9.k when X = 0, i.e., equivalently, with all reference to X 
omitted. Then 5.2' and 5.3' would be repetitions of 9.9' and 9.25' respectively, 
and 5.5' would follow from 5.3' and 5.4. It is easily seen that 5.2 follows from 
5.2', and in view of Lemma 3.13, 5.3 and 5.5 follow from 5.3' and 5.5' respectively. 
Thus, if the reader so prefers, from § 9 he may delete all reference to X. 
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§ 6. Lemmas on polynomials in one indeterminate 
Let k be a field of characteristic p 4= 0. Let m = p" where n is a nonnegative 
integer. Let 
A(Z) = Ao + AxZ + "'" + AeZ e 
where e is a nonnegative integer, Ao, Ax . . . . .  Ae are elements in k, and Ae 4=0. 
Let b be a nonnegative integer, let 0 4: D E k, and let Ej be the elements in k 
such that 
(o + A(Z) = Z EjzJ. 
J 
Lemma 6.1. Assume that b - O(m) and A(Z) ¢ k[Z"]. Then there exists j such 
that E i 4: 0, j ~ O(m),and j < e. 
Proof. Let Vbe the set of all integers i such that 0 _< i < e, i ~ 0(m), and Ai 4= 0. 
Since A(Z)¢ k[Z m] we get that V is nonempty. Let j be the smallest element 
in V. Then Aj # 0, j ~ 0(m), and j < e. Since b - 0(m) we get hat 
(D+Z)  b=D b+ ~ DiZ ''i with Di~k.  
i>0  
Since j is the smallest element in V we therefore get that Ej = DbA~ and hence 
E i 4=0. 
Lemma 6.2. Assume that b + e ~ O(m) and b - O(m). Then there exists j such 
that E i 4: 0, j ~ O(m), and j <= e. 
Proof. Now we must have  $ 0(m) and hence A(Z)¢ k[Zm]. Therefore our 
assertion follows from Lemma 6.1. 
Lemma 6.3. Assume that b + e ~ O(mp), b - O(m), and A(Z) E k[Zm]. Then 
e - O(m) and there existsj such that E~ 4:0 and 0 <j  <= e + m. 
Proof. Since b + e ~ O(mp) we get that if b = 0 then e 4:0 and E~ = A~ 4: 0. 
Hence ifb = 0 then it suffices to takej  = e. Now assume that b 4: 0. Then b -- mb' 
where b' is a positive integer. Since A(Z)~ K[zm], we get that e = me' where e' 
is a nonnegative integer and A(Z)=A' (Z  m) where A'(Z) is a polynomial of 
degree ' in Z with coefficients in k. Now b + e = m(b' + e') and by assumption 
b + e ~ O(mp). Therefore b' + e' ~ 0(p). Let d' = Dm. Then 0 4= D' ~ K. Let E'~ be 
the elements in k such that 
(D' + Z) ~" A'(Z) = Y~ e'~ Z ~ . 
q 
Then by [6: Lemma 27] there exists t such that E', 4:0 and 0 < t < e' + 1. Clearly 
D' + Z"  = (O + Z)" and hence (D' + Z ' )  b' = (D + Z) ~. Since A'(Z") = A(Z), upon 
substituting Z"  for Z in the above displayed equation we get that 
ZE, z'= ZE',z" 
i q 
and hence Ema = E'~ for all q. Let j = rot. Then Ej = E; 4= 0. Since 0 < t ~ e' + 1, 
we get that O<j<e+m.  
Lemma 6.4. Let v be an inteoer such that 0 ~ v < m and let B(Z) = (D + Z)~A(Z). 
Assume that A( -  D) 4= 0 and B(Z) e k [ Z"]. Then v = O. 
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Proof. Since B(Z)ek[Zm], we get that B(Z)=B'(Z m) with B'(Z)ek[Z]. 
Then B(-D)=B'((-D) m) and clearly ( -D)m=-D m. Therefore B(-D) 
=B' ( -Dm) .  Suppose if possible that v ,0 .  Then B( -D)=0 and hence 
B'(-D ~) = 0. Consequently B'(Z) = (Dm + Z) B*(Z) with B*(Z) • k[Z]. Since 
B(Z)=B'(Z m) we then get that B(Z)=(D'~+Zm)B*(Zm), and hence B(Z) 
=(D+Z)=A*(Z) where A*(Z)=B*(Z")ek[Z]. This is a contradict ion 
because by assumption B(Z) = (D + Z)vA(Z) with 0 < v < m and A(Z) • k[Zl 
with A(-D) #0. 
Lemma 6.5. Assume that b + e ~-O(m) and e < m/p. Then there exists j such 
that Ej 4: 0, j ~- O(m), and j <= m/p. 
Proof. Since b + e ~s 0(m) and m = p", there exists an integer n' such that 
upon letting m' = p"" we have that 0 < n' < n, b + e - 0(m'), and b + e ~- O(m'p). 
Let t be the greatest integer such that (D + Z) t divides A(Z) in k[Z]. Let e' = e - t 
and A'(Z)=A(Z)(O+Z) -t. Then O<_e'<_e<m/p, A'(Z) is a nonzero poly- 
nomial  of  degree e' in Z with coefficients in k, and A ' ( -  D) # 0. Let b' and v 
be the unique integers such that b' - 0(m'), 0 =< v < m', and b + t = b' + v. Then 
b' + (v + e') = b + e -= 0(m'); since b' - 0(m') we must have v + e' - 0(m'), i.e., 
v + e' -- 0(p"'); since 0 < v < m' = p"', e' < m/p = p"-  1, and n' < n, we conclude 
, <pn-  1, that v + e = i.e., v + e' < m/p. Let B(Z) = (D + Z)" A'(Z). Then B(Z) is a 
nonzero polynomial  of degree v + e' in Z with coefficients in k and 
(o + Z)b" B(Z) = Y e, z ' .  
i 
Therefore if B(Z)¢ k[Z m'] then by Lemma 6.1 there exists j such that Ej # 0, 
• < t j ~ 0(m), and j = v + e ; since v + e' < m/p we get that j < m/p. Now assume 
that B(Z)•k[Zm']. Since B(Z)=(O+ Z)~A'(Z), O<v<m', and A'(-D)+O, 
by Lemma 6.4 we then get that v = 0. Consequently A'(Z)• k[Z m'] and 
(D + Z)V A'(Z)= ~ EiZ'. 
i 
Therefore, since b' =- O(m'), by Lemma 6.3 we get hat e' = 0(m') and there exists 
j such that E i # 0 and 0 < j  < e' + m'. Let d = e'/m'. Since e' = 0(m') and m' = p"', 
we get that d is an integer and e '= dp"'. Since e '< m/p = p"-1 and e '= dp"', 
we get that dp"'<p "-1, i.e., d<p "-~-''. Since d is an integer and n'<n, we 
must then have d+ 1 <p, - t - , ' ,  i.e., d+ 1 <(m/p)/m'. Now e'+m'=m'(d+ 1) 
and hence e' + m = m/p. Since 0 < j  < e' + m', we get that 0 < j  < m/p and hence 
j ~ 0(m). 
Lemma 6.6. Assume that b + e #g O(m). Then there exists j such that Ej 4:0 
and O<j<e+m/p. 
Proof. Since b + e ~ 0(m) and m = p", there exists a nonnegative integer n' 
such that upon letting m' = p"' we have that b + e - 0(m'), b + e ~ 0(re'p), and 
m'-< m/p. Let t be the greatest integer such that (D + Z) t divides A(Z) in k[Z]. 
Let e '=e- t  and A'(Z)=A(Z)(Z+D)-q Then ONe'<e, A'(Z) is a nonzero 
polynomial  of degree e' in Z with coefficients in k, and A'(-D)4=O. Let b' 
and v be the unique integers such that b' -= 0(m'), 0 N v < m', and b + t = b' + v. 
Let B(Z) = (D + Z)VA'(Z). Then B(Z) is a nonzero polynomial  of degree v + e' 
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in Z with coefficients in k and 
(D + = 
i 
Therefore if B(Z)~ k [Z m'] then by Lemma 6.1 there exists j such that Ej ~ O, 
jg~O(m), and j<v+e' ;  since v<m'<m/p and e '<e we get that j~e+m/p;  
since j ~0(m) we get that 0 <j. Now assume that B(Z)e k[Zm']. Since B(Z) 
=(D+Z)VA'(Z), O<v<m', and A'(-D)#:O, by Lemma 6.4 we then get that 
v = 0. Consequently A'(Z) e k[Z m'] and 
(D + z)b' A'(Z) = ~ EtZ i . 
i 
Therefore, since b '=  0(m'), by Lemma 6.3 there exists j such that Ej ~: 0 and 
0 < j  < e' + m'. Since m' ~ m/p and e' < e we get that 0 < j  < e + m/p. 
Lemma 6.7. Assume that b + e ~ O(m) and e + m/p < m. Then there exists j 
such that E i ~ O, j ~- O(m), and j < e + m/p. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.6 there exists j such that Ej ~:0 and O<j<e + m/p. 
Since e + m/p < m we conclude that j ~ 0(m). 
§ 7. Effect of a quadratic transformation on an element in a two dimensional 
regular local domain 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with maximal ideal M 
such that RIM is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4: 0. Let (x, y) 
be a basis of M and let J be a coefficient set for R. Let w be a valuation of the 
quotient field K of R such that w dominates R and w is residually algebraic 
over R. Let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. 
Let F~R.  Let XF(i, j)xiy j be the expansion of F in J[[x, y]]. Let 
SF'(i,j) x'~y '~ be the expansion of F in J[[x', y']]. 
Definition 7.t. F is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c) if: m = p" 
where n is a positive integer, and a, b, c are nonnegative integers uch that 
FexaybR, F(a, b+c)+0,  and (a, b+c)~O(m); note that hen ordxRF=a, 
ordyRF >b, and a+b<ordRF<a+b+c.  
F is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)' i fF  is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c) and F(i, j) = 0 whenever (i, j) = 0(m) and i + j  < ord R F. 
F is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)" i fF  is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c) and F(i, j) = 0 whenever (i, j) = 0(m), i < a, and j < b. Note that if F 
is of JR, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c) and (a, b)$O(m) then F is of [R, x, y, J]- 
pretype (m; a, b, c)". Also note that if F is of JR, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)' then 
F is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)". 
F is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)* i fF  is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c) and F(i,j) = 0 whenever (i,j) =- O(m) and i < a. Note that if F is of 
[R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c) and a $ 0(m) then F is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)*. Also note that if F is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)* then F is 
of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)". 
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If m--p" where n is a positive integer, then for any nonnegative integers b 
and c we define 
{~ if b - 0(m) and c < m/p 
[m; b, c] = if b ~ 0(m) and c < m/p 
if b - 0(m) and c > m/p 
+ m/p if b ~ 0(m) and c >__ m/p. 
Note that then [m; b, c] = 0 if and only if either 1) b - 0(m) and c < re~p, or 
2) b~O(m) and c<m/p. Also note that [m; b,c] <m if and only if either 1') 
b = 0(m) and c < m, or 2') b ~ 0(m) and c < m - m/p. 
For any nonnegative integers a, b, c for which ordxRF = a and ordyRF ~ b 
we clearly have that: ordR/xF/(x°yb)=c if and only if F(a ,b+c) .O  and 
F (a , j )=0 whenever j<b+c.  Therefore the following three conditions are 
equivalent: (1) F is of [R, x, y]-stable-pretype (m; a, b, c); (2) F is of [R, x, y, J]- 
pretype (m; a, b, c), Ira; b, c] = 0, and ordR/~ F/(x~y b) = c;(3) F is of [R, x, y, J]- 
pretype (m; a, b, c), Ira; b, c] =0, and F(a,j)=O whenever j<b+c.  
Lemma7.2. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer. Assume that w(y) > w(x), 
0 ~ F ~ x~y~R where a and b are nonnegative integers, and F(i, j)= 0 whenever 
(i, j )= O(m) and i + j <-_ ord R F. Let a'= ord R F. Let q be any nonnegative integer 
such that F(a' - q, q) ~- 0 (q exists because a' = ordR F). Let c' = q - b. Then 
0 < c' < a' - a - b and F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b, c')*. 
Proof. Now ord~.R,=ordR, ordy, R=ordy~, ord~F=a' ,  and ordykF>b.  
Therefore Fex'° 'y 'bR '. Since F(a ' -q ,  q)~-O and Fex~y~R, we get that 
b -< q and a < a' - q; therefore 0 _< c' < a' - a - b. Since F(a' - q, q) ~ 0 and 
F (i, j) = O whenever ( i, j) = O(m) and i + j < a', we get that (a' - q, q) ~ O(m) and 
hence (a', b + c') ~ 0(m). Now 
F-  E F(i, jgxiY JeMa'+lCx'~'+lR'  
i+ j=a" 
and 
Therefore 
and hence 
F(i, JgxiY J= ~ F(i,j)x'a'y 'j. 
i+j=a" i+j=a" 
F= ~, F(i,j)x'a'yqmodx'a'+lR ' 
i+ j=a '  
F'(a',j)= {F(a ' - j , j~ if j>a'.ifO-<j<a' 
In particular F'(a', b + c') = F(a' - q, q) ~- O. Since F(i,j) = 0 whenever (i,j) = O(m) 
and i+j~_a', we get that F ' (a ' , j )=F(a ' - j , j )=O whenever O<=j~_a' and 
(a' - j ,  j) = 0(p). Since F E x' °' R' we conclude that F'(/, j) = 0 whenever (i, j) = 0(m) 
t . t and i ~ a'. Therefore F is of [R', x, y', J]-pretype (m, a, b, c')*. 
Lemma 7.3. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer. Assume that w(y) = w(x), 
04: F ~ x'y~R where a and b are nonnegative integers, and F(i, j3 = 0 whenever 
(i,j) = O(m) and i +j  ~_ ordRF. Let a' = ordRF. Then we have the following. 
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(1) I f  either a' ~ O(m) or b - O(m) then F is of  [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', 0, c') 
where c' ~_ a' - a - b. 
(2) I f  a '= - O(m), b ~-O(m), and a ' -a -  b < m/p then F is of JR', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m; a', O, c') where c' < m/p. 
(3) I f  a' =- O(m), b ~. O(m), and a' - a - b < m - m/p then F is of  [ R', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m ; a', O, c') where c' < a' - a - b + m/p. 
Proof. Now ordx, R, = ordR and hence 
1) F e x'a'R ' . 
Let q be the greatest nonnegative integer such that F(a ' -q ,  q)4: O, and let 
e = q - b. Since F E xOyb R and F( i , j )= O whenever (i,j)=- O(m) and i + j < a', 
we then get that a < a ' -q ,  b°< q, and (a ' -q ,  q)~-O(m). Therefore 
2) O<e<a' -a -b  
and 
3) (a" b + e) @ 0(m). 
Since w(y)= w(x) we get that x = x' and y = x'(t + y') with 0 ~: t e J. Let Gj be 
the elements in R defined by the equation 
b+e 
4) (t + Z) b ~ F(a' - b - j ,  b +j) ( t  + Z)  i = E GiZi 
j=o l=o 
in R[Z]. Let H i be the unique element in J such that G j -H  i ~ M.  Then 
G i - H i ~ x'R'  and hence 
e 
F(i,j) x 'y  j = x'a'(t + y,)b ~ F (a ' -  b - j ,  b +j) ( t  + y,)i 
i+ j=a '  j=O 
b+e 
= ~ Hix '~'yqmodx'~'+lR '. 
j=O 
Also 
and hence 
F- ~ F(i,j)x'yJeMa'+lCx'a'+lR' 
i+j=a" 
b+e 
F= ~ Hjx'a'y' Jmodx'a'+ l R ' . 
j=O 
Since the elements H i are in J we therefore get that 
5) F ' (a ' , j )=H i for O<j<b+e.  
Let k = RIM and let h be the canonical epimorphism of R onto k. Upon 
applying h to 4) we get that 
e b+e 
(h(t) + Z) b Z h(F(a' - b - j ,  b +j))(h(t) + Z) t = ~ h(Gi)ZJ 
l=o i=o 
in k [Z]. Let D = h(t) and E i = h(Gi), and let A i be the elements in k defined 
by the equation 
e 
h(F(a' - b - j ,  b +j)) (h(t) + Z) j = ~', A jZ  J 
i=O i=O 
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in k [Z]. Then 
e b+¢ 
6) (D -[- Z) b ~ AjZ  j -~. ~ E jZ  j in k [Z] .  
j=O j=O 
Since 0 :~ t e J and D = h(t) we get that D 4: 0. Since Ae = h(F(a' - q, q)) and 
0 ~: F(a' - q, q) e J we get hat A e ~ 0. Thus 
7) D~0 and Ae~:0. 
Now h(Hj)= h(Gj)= Ej and Hj ~ J. Therefore Hj = 0¢¢-Ej = 0. Therefore by 5) 
we get the following: 
8) For O<j<=b+e: F'(a' , j )=Oc~Ej=O. 
Since Ae + 0 there exists an integer u such that 0 < u < e, Au + 0, and Aj = 0 
whenever 0 < j  < u; since D :# 0, by 6) we get that E, + 0 and hence by 8) we get 
that F'(a', u) +- 0; since u < e, by 2) we get that u ~ a' - a - b. If a' ~ 0(m) then 
upon taking e' = u we thus conclude that F isof [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', 0, c') 
t~ f where c = a -a -b .  So from now on assume that a ' -0(m).  Then by 3) we 
get that 
9) b + e ~ 0(m). 
If b ---- 0(m) then, in view of 6), 7), 8), 9), by Lemma 6.2 there exists c' such that 
F'(a', c')~: O, c'~-O(m), and c '~ e; it follows that F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype 
(m; a', 0, c'), and by 2) we get that c' ~ a' - a - b. If b ~ 0(m) and a' - a - b < m/p 
then e < m/p by 2), and hence, in view of 6), 7), 8), 9), by Lemma 6.5 there exists 
t~ t c' such that F'(a', c') +- 0, c' ~ 0(m), and e = m/p; it follows that F is of [R', x,  
y', J]-pretype (m; a', 0, c'). If b ~ 0(m) and a' - a - b < m - m/p then e + m/p < m 
by 2), and hence, in view of 6), 7), 8), 9), by Lemma 6.7 there exists c' such that 
F'(a', c')~ O, c'~-O(m), and c'<= e + re~p; it follows that F is of [R', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m; a', 0, c'), and by 2) we get that c'< a ' -a -  b + m/p. 
Lemma 7.4. Let m = p" where n is a positive integer. Assume that w(y) > w(x), 
F:~O, and F(i, j)=O whenever ( i , j)-O(m) and i+ j~ordRF .  Let a '=ordgF .  
Then F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', O, c') where c' < a'. 
Proof. If w(y) > w(x) then our assertion follows from Lemma 7.2 by taking 
a = b = 0. If w(y)= w(x) then our assertion follows from Lemma 7.3 (1) by 
taking a = b = 0. 
Lemma 7.5. Assume that w(y) > w(x), and F is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, 
b, c)' where b =-O(m). Let a'= ordRF. Let b'= b if w(y)> w(x), and b'= 0 if 
w(y) = w(x). Then b' =-- O(m), and F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
C' ~C. 
Proof. Clearly b' =- O(m), a' - a - b < c, 0 +- F ~ xay b, and F(i, j) = 0 when- 
ever ( i , j)-O(m) and i+j<= ordRF. If w(y)> w(x) then by Lemma 7.2 we get 
that F is of [R', x', y,' J]-pretype (m', a', b', e') where e'<= a' - a - b and hence 
e' <c. If w(y)= w(x) then by Lemma 7.3 (1) we get that F is of [R', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m; a', b', e') where c'<_ a ' -a -  b and hence c '~ c. 
Lemma 7.6. Assume that w(y)>_ w(x), and F is of [R, x,  y,  J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)' where [m; b, c] < m. Let a' = ord R F. Let b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and 
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b'= 0 if w(y)= w(x). Then F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
[m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. 
Proof. Clearly a ' -a -b<c,  04:FexaybR,  and F(i , j )=O whenever 
( i , j ) -  O(m) and i+ j  < ord~F. If w(y)> w(x) then by Lemma 7.2 we get that F 
is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c' <__ a ' -a -  b; since b'= b and 
a' - a - b < c we deduce that [m;/¢, c'] ~ [m; b, c]. If w(y) = w(x) and either 
a' ~ 0(m) or b - 0(m) then by Lemma 7.3 (1) we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -  
pretype (m; a', b', c') where c' < a' - a - b; since b' = 0 and a' - a - b ~ c we 
deduce that [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. If w(y)= w(x), a '=-O(m), b '~  0(m), and 
c < m/p then a' - a - b < m/p and hence by Lemma 7.3 (2) we get that F is of 
[R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c '~ m/p; since b '= 0 we deduce that 
[m; b', c'] = 0 and hence [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. Now it only remains to consider 
the case when w(y) = w(x), a' - O(m), b #g 0(m), and c' >__ m/p; since [m; b, c] < m 
we must then have [m; b, c ]=c+m/p<m and hence c<m-m/p;  since 
a' - a - b < c we conclude that a' - a - b < m - m/p; therefore by Lemma 7.3 (3) 
! ! . p ¢ ¢ we get that F is of [R', x ,  y ,  J ] -pretype (m, a', b, c ) where c < a' - a - b + m/p; 
since b' = 0 and a' - a - b < c we deduce that [m; b', c'] < c' < c + m/p and hence 
[m; b', c'] __< [m; b, c]. 
Lemma 7.7. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer. Assume that w(y) > w(x), 
0 4= F ~ xaybR where a and b are nonnegative integers, and F(i , j )= 0 whenever 
(i,j) = 0(m) and i + j  < ord~F. Let a' = OrdR F. Assume that a' - a - b < m/p. Let 
b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and b' = 0 if w(y) = w(x). Then F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype 
(m; a', b', c') where [m; b', c'] = 0. 
Proof. If w(y) > w(x) then by Lemma 7.2 we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -  
pretype (m; a', b', c') where c '<  a ' -a -b ;  since a ' -a -b  < m/p we deduce 
that [m; b', c'] = 0. If w(y)= w(x) and either a '~ 0(m) or b = 0(m) then by 
Lemma 7.3 (1) we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
c '~a ' -a -b ;  since a ' -a -b<m/p  we deduce that [m; b', c ' ]=0.  If 
w(y) = w(x), a' =- O(m), and b ~ 0(m), then by Lemma 7.3 (2) we get that F is 
of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c'< m/p; since b'= 0 we deduce 
that [m; b', c'] = 0. 
Lemma 7.8. Assume that w(y)> w(x), and F is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype 
(m; b, a, c)' where c < m/p. Let a' = ord R F. Let b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and b' = 0 
if w(y) = w(x). Then F is of JR', x', y', J]-pretype (m ; a', b', c') where [m ; b', c'] = 0. 
Proof. Clearly 04:F~xaybR,  and F(i , j )=O whenever ( i , j ) -O(m) and 
i + j  __< OrdRF. Also a' - a - b < c and hence a' - a - b < m/p. Therefore by 
Lemma 7.7 we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
[m; b', c'] =0.  
Lemma 7.9. Assume that w(y) > w(x), and F is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype (m; b, 
a, c)' where c <- m/p and a + b + m/p ~ O(m). Let a' = ord n F. Let b' = b if w(y) > 
> w(x), and b' = 0 if w(y) = w(x). Then F is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') 
where [m; b', c'] =0.  
Proof. Clearly a' - a - b < c, 0 4: F ~ xa)PR, and F(i,j) = 0 whenever 
(i,j) =- O(m) and i + j  ~ ordRF. I fa'  - a - b < m/p then by Lemma 7.7 we get that 
F is of JR', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where [m; b', c'] = 0. So now assume 
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that a' - a - b ~ m/p. Since a' - a - b < c < m/p we then must have a' - a - b 
= m/p = c. Therefore F(a' - b, b) = F(a + c, b) W- 0 and a' = a + b + c @ 0(m). 
Since F(a ' -q ,  q)4= 0 where q = b, by Lemma 7.2 we get that if w(y)> w(x) 
then F is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c' = 0 and hence [m;b',c']= O. 
Since a'~O(m), by Lemma 7.3 (1) we get that if w(y)= w(x) then F is of 
[R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c' < a' - a - b; since b' = 0 and a' - a - 
-b  = m/p we again have that [m; b', c'] = 0. 
Lemma 7.t0. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer. Assume that w(y) < w(x), 
0 4: F ~ ybx~R where b and a are nonnegative integers, and F( i , j )= 0 whenever 
(i,j) = O(m) and i + j < ordRF. Let b' = ordaF.  Then F is of JR', y', x', J]-pretype 
(m; b', a, c')* where c' < b' - b - a. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 7.2 by interchanging x and y. 
Lenuna 7.1t. Assume that w(y)<w(x),  and F is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype 
(m; b, a, c)'. Let b'= OrdRF. Then F is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a, c')* 
where c' < c. 
Proof. Now O~ F ~ y~x~R, and F( i , j )=O whenever (i,j)=-O(m) and i + j  < 
-< ord~F. Therefore by Lemma 7.10 we get that F is of [R', y', x', d]-pretype 
(m; b', a, c')* where c' < b' - b - a. Clearly b' - b - a < c and hence c' ~ c. 
Lemma 7.t2. Assume that w(y)< w(x), and F is of JR, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c). Let b' = ord R F and c' = a + b + c - b'. Then we have the following. 
(1) F is of  [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c'). 
(2) I f  b ' -a -b>m/p  then c '<c-m/p  and [m; b', c'] _< [m; b, c]. 
(3) I f  b' - a - b > m/p then [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. 
(4) I f  b' - a - b = m/p and b #~ O(m ) then [m; b', c'] < [m; b. c]. 
(5) I f  b ' -a -b=m/p ,  [m; b, c]<m, and p=2 then [m; b', c'] =0.  
(6) I f  ordR/xF/(xay b)= c then ordR,/x,F/(x'ay 'b') = c'. 
Proof. Now ordx,R,=ordxR and ordxRF=a;  hence ordx.R.F=a.  Also 
ordr, R, = ord R and hence ordy, R,F = b'. Therefore F ~ x'ay'b'R '. Since (a, b+c) 
0(m) and b' + c' = a + b + c, we get that (a, b' + c') ~ O(m). Clearly b' < a + b + c 
and hence c' >_ 0. Let e be any nonnegative integer. Then 
F-  ~,, F ( i , j )x~y i~Me+lCy 'e+lR '  
t+j<e 
and 
Therefore 
and hence 
Y. f(i,y) x~y ~ = y~ F(i,j) x'~y "+j. 
i+ j~e i+j~_e 
F~ ~ F( i , j )x ' ly ' i+Jmody'~+lR ' 
t+ j~e 
F ' ( i , i+ j )=F( i , j )  whenever i>=O,j>__O, and i+ j<e.  
Since e was an arbitrary nonnegative integer, we get that 
1) F ' ( i , i+ j )=F( i , j )  whenever i>-O and j>O.  
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In part icular  F'(a, a + b + c) = F(a, b + c) 4= O. Since b' + c' = a + b + c we thus 
get that F'(a, b '+c')4:0.  Therefore F is of  [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a, b', c'). 
This proves (1). (2), (3), (4) and (5) are easily checked by using the fact that 
0 = c = c - (b - a - b). Let cl  = orda/xF/(xaY b) and cl=ordR,/~,F/(x" ,,y,b'),. 
then F(a, b+c04:0 ,  F(a, j )=0  whenever j<b+c l ,  F'(a, b' +c'04:0,  and 
F'(a, j) = 0 whenever j < b' + c~ ; therefore by 1) we get that b' + c~ = a + b + cl 
and  hence c '~=a+b+cl -b ' ;  consequently,  if orda/xF/(xayb)=c then 
ordR./x,F/(x'ay 'b') = c' ;  this proves (6). 
Lemma 7.t3.  Assume that w(y)< w(x), and F is of  [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m ; a, b, c). Let d = ord a F. Let b' be the greatest integer such that b' =- O(m) and 
b' < d. Let a' be the greatest integer such that a' - O(m) and a' <= a. Let c' = a + b + 
+c-b ' .  Then F is of  [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c'). Moreover, if b=_O(m) 
and d - a' - b > m then c' < c and [m; b', c'] < max (0, [m; b, c] - 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 7.12 (1) we get that F is of  [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a, d, 
a + b + c - d) and  hence F ~ x'ay 'd R', (a, a + b + c) ~ O(m), and F'(a, a + b + c) 4: O. 
Clearly O < b _ d, c = a + b + c - d >_ O, and b' + c' = a + b + c. Therefore F is 
of  [R', x', y', J ] -p re type  (m; a, b', c'). Now assume that b = 0(m) and d - a'  - b ~ m. 
Then  (b' - a' - b) + (d - b') = d -  a' - b > m, (b' - a' - b) = 0(m), and 0 < (d -  b') < 
< m; consequent ly  we must  have b' - a' - b > m. Since b' - a - b = (b' - a' - b) - 
- (a - a'), we therefore get that b' - a - b > m - (a - a');  since a - a'  < m we 
then conclude that  b' - a - b > 0, and hence a + b + c - b' < c. Therefore c' < c. 
Since b'=O(m), b=O(m), and c'<c,  we finally deduce that [m; b', c'] < 
< max(0, [m; b, c] - 1). 
Lemma 7.14. Assume that w(y)< w(x), and F is of  [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)" where b = O(m). Let d = ordR F. Let a' be the greatest integer such 
that a' = O(m) and a' < a. Then we have the following. 
(1) I f  d - a' - b > m then F is of  [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where b' 
' < C ~ is the greatest integer such that b' - 0(m) and b _ d, and where = a + b + c --
-b '<c .  
(2) I f  d - a' - b < m then F is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a', c')* where 
b '=d and c' <m. 
Proof. (1) follows f rom Lemma 7.13. To  prove (2) assume that d - a' - b < m 
and let b' = d. Then  0 4= F e yb x ~, R, and  F(i, j) = 0 whenever  (i, j) - 0(m) and 
i + j  < ordR F. Therefore by Lemma 7.10 we get that F is of  [R', y', x', J ] -p retype 
(m; b', a', c')* where c' < b' - b - a'. Now b' - b - a' = d - a' - b < m and hence 
C' <m.  
Lemma 7.t5.  Assume that w(y)< w(x), and F is of  JR, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)'. Let b '= ordg F. Then we have the following. 
(1) I f  b ' -a -b>_m/p  then F is of  [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where 
c' ~ c - m/p and [m; b', c'] <-_ [m; b, c]. 
(2) I f  b' - a - b < m/p then F is of  [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m ; b', a, c')* where 
c' < m/p. 
Proof. (1) follows f rom parts (1) and (2) of  Lemma 7.12. To  prove (2) assume 
that  b' - a - b < m/p. Now 04= F ~ f l  x" R, and  F(i, j) = 0 whenever  (i,j) = 0(m) 
and  i + j  < ordRF.  Therefore by Lemma 7.10 we get that F is of  [R', y', x', J ] -  
9* 
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pretype (m; b', a, c')* where c' < b' - b - a. Since b' - a - b < m/p, we conclude 
that c' < m/p. 
Lemma 7.t6. Assume that w(y)<w(x), and F is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)' where [m; b, c] < m. Let d = orda F. Let a' be the greatest integer 
such that a'-O(m) and a' < a. Then we have the following. 
(1) I f  d - a - b < m/p then F is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m ; b', a, c')* where 
b '=d and c' < m/p. 
(2) I f  either 1) d - a - b > re~p, or 2) d - a - b = m/p and b ~ O(m), or 3) 
d - a - b = m/p and p = 2, or 4) b = O(m) and d - a' - b >-_ m, then F is of [R', x', 
y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where b' <d and [m; b', c'] < max(0, [m; b, c] - 1). 
(3) I f  d -a -b=m/p ,  b=-O(m), p~-2, and d -a ' -b<m,  then F is of 
[ R', y', x', J]-pretype (m ; b', a, c')* where b' = d, c' < m/p, and a + b' + m/p ~ O(m). 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 7.15 (2). (2) follows from Lemma 7.13 and 
parts (1), (3), (4), and (5) of Lemma 7.12. To prove (3) assume that d - a - b = m/p, 
b - 0(m), p ~= 2, and d - a' - b < m. Let b' = d. Now 0 4: F e ybxQR, and F(i,j) = 0 
whenever (i, j ) -  0(m) and i + j  < ord R F. Therefore by Lemma 7.10 we get that 
F is of [R', y', x', J ] -pretype (m; b', a, c')* where c' < b' - b - a. Since b' - b - a 
=d-a-b=m/p  we get that c'~m/p. Now a-a '+(d-a -b)=d-a ' -b  
and by assumption d - a - b = m/p and d - a' - b < m; therefore a-  a' + m/p < m; 
also clearly a - a' __> 0 and hence a - a' + m/p > 0. Thus 0 < a - a' + m/p < m 
and by assumption p ~= 2; consequently 2(a - a' + re~p) ~ O(m). Since a' - 0(m), 
we thus get that 2(a + re~p) ~- O(m). By assumption b' = d and d - a - b = m/p, 
and hence a + b' + m/p = 2(a + m/p) + b ; again by assumption b - 0(m) and 
hence a + b' + m/p - 2(a + m/p) mod m. Therefore a + b' + m/p ~ O(m). 
[,emma 7.17. Assume that w(y)= w(x), and F is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype 
(m ; b, a, c)' where a =- O(m) and c < m. Let a' = ord R F. Then F is of [ R', x', y', J ]- 
pretype (m; a', O, c') where c' < m. 
Proof. Now O,Fex°ybR,  and F(i, j)=O whenever (i , j)-O(m) and 
i+ j~ordRF .  Also a ' -a -b~c and hence a ' -a -b<m.  If either a'~-O(m) 
or b = 0(m) then by Lemma 7.3 (1) we get that F is of JR', x', y', J ] -pretype 
(m; a', 0, c') where c' ~ a' -- a - b and hence c' < m. So now assume that a' = 0(m) 
and b ~ 0(m). Let b' be the greatest integer such that b' = 0(m) and b' < b. Then 
0 < b - b' < m and F E x~y b' R. Since F ~ x~yb'R and b' - 0(m), by Lemma 7.3 (1) 
we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', 0, c') where c '<  a ' -a -  b'. In 
particular then (a', c') #~ 0(m); since a' = 0(m) we must therefore have c' ~ 0(m). 
Now O<b-b '  <m, O<a' -a -b  <m, and (b -b ' )+(a ' -a -b )=a ' -a -b '  = 
= 0(m); consequently we must have a' - a - b' = m. Since c' < a' - a - b' we 
therefore get that c' ~ m. However c' ~ 0(m) and hence c' < m. 
Lemma 7.t8. Assume that w(y)> w(x), and F is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype 
(m; b, a, c)' where a-O(m) and c <m. Let d=ordRF .  Let b' be the greatest 
integer such that b'--O(m) and b' < b. Then we have the following. 
(1) I f  d -  b' - a >= m then F is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b, a', c')* where a' 
is the greatest integer such that a' ~ O(m) and a' ~_ d, and where c' = b + a + c -  
-a '  <c. 
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(2) I f  d -  b ' -a  < m then F is of JR', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
a'=d and c' <m. 
Proof. To prove (1) assume that d -  b ' -a  > m and let a'  be the greatest 
integer such that a' = O(m) and a' < d. Upon interchanging x and y, by Lemma 
7.13 we get that F is of [R', y', x', J ] -pretype (m; b, a', c') where c' = b + a + c - 
- a' < c. Clearly d ~ a + b + c and hence d - b - a < c; since c < m we thus get 
that d - b - a < m. Since d - b - a < m and d - b' - a > m we must have b ~- b'. 
Since b' is the greatest integer such that b' = 0(m) and b' < b, we conclude that 
b ~ 0(m). Since b ~ 0(m) and F is of [R', y', x', J ] -pretype (m; b, a', c'), it follows 
that F is of [R', y', x', J ] -pretype (m; b, a', c')*. 
To prove (2) assume that d - b' - a < m and let a' = d. Now 0 4= F E x° yb' R, 
and F(i, j) = 0 whenever (i, j) = 0(m) and i+ j  < ordR F. Therefore by Lemma 7.2 
we get that F is of [R', x', y', J ] -pretype (m; a', b', c') where c' ~ d - b' -- a. Since 
d - b' - a < m we get that c' < m. 
Lemma 7.t9. Assume that w(y) < w(x), and F is of [R, x,y]-stable-pretype 
(m; a, b, c). Let b' = ordRF and c' = a + b + c - b'. Then F is of [R', x', y']-stable- 
pretype (m ; a, b', c'). 
Proof. By parts (1) and (6) of Lemma 7.12 we get that F is of  [R', x', y', J ] -  
pretype (m; a, b', c') and ordr/x,F/(x'ay'b')=c '. Now b'>=a+b and c '=c-  
- (b' - a - b); therefore if b' ~: a + b then c' < c, and if b' = a + b then c' = c. 
Since [m; b, c] = 0 we get that c ~ m/p. Therefore if b' 4= a + b then c' < m/p and 
hence [m; b', c ' ]=0.  If  b '=a+b then F/(x°y b) is a unit in R and hence 
c = ordR/~ F/(x~y b) = 0. Therefore if b' = a + b then c' = 0 and hence [m; b', c'] 
= 0. Therefore in both cases [m; b', c'] = 0 and hence F is of [R, x, y]-stable- 
pretype (m; a, b', c'). 
§ 8. Translates 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with maximal  ideal M 
such that RIM is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4: 0. Let (x, y) 
be a basis of M and let J be a coefficient set for R. 
Definition $.t .  Let f (Z)  ~ K [Z] where K is the quotient field of R. 
f (Z)  is said to be of JR, x, y, J ] - type (m; a, b, c) if m = pn where n is a positive 
integer and 
m--1 
f (Z )=Zm+F+ ~ fqZ ' - '  
q=l  
where F, f l  . . . . .  fro-1 are elements in R such that F is of JR, x, y, J ] -pretype 
(m; a, b, c) and ordyR f~ ~ bq/m for 0 < q < m. 
f (Z)  is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)' if f (Z )  is of [R, x, y, ,/]-type 
(m; a, b, c) and f(0) is of [R, x, y, d]-pretype (m; a, b, c)'. 
f (Z)  is said to be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)" if f (Z) is of [R, x, y, J ] - type 
(m; a, b, c) and f(0)  is of  [R, x, y, J ] -pretype (m; a, b, c)". 
f (Z) is said to be of [R, x, y, J ] - type (m; a, b, c)* if f (Z)  is of  [R, x, y, ,/]-type 
(m; a, b, c) and f(0) is of  [R, x, y, J ] -pretype (m; a, b, c)*. 
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f(Z) is said to be of [R, x, y]-stable-type (m; a, b, c) if m = p" where n is a 
positive integer and ,,-1 
f(Z) =Z~+F+ E f ,  Z~- '  
q=l  
where F, f l  . . . . .  fro- 1 are elements in R such that F is of [R, x, y]-stable-pretype 
(m; a, b, c) and ordyR f~ >= bq/m for 0 < q < m. 
Note that the following three conditions are equivalent : (1)f(Z) is of [R, x, y]- 
stable-type (m; a, b, c); (2) f(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), [m; b, c] =0, 
and ordR/x f(O)/(x ayb) = C ; (3) f(Z) is of [R, x, y, d]-type (m; a, b, c), [m; b, c] = 0, 
and F(a, j) = 0 whenever j < b + c where ZF(i,j) xiy J is the expansion of f(0) 
in J[[x, y]]. 
Definition 8.2. Given z ~ R and a positive integer m, we say that J is a 
(z, m)-faithful coefficient set for R provided the following condition is satisfied: 
if r and s are any elements in J such that r ~ + s ~ M then r" + s ~ zR. Given 
z ~ R, we say that J is a z-faithful coefficient set for R provided J is a (z, re)- 
faithful coefficient set for R for every positive integer m. Note that if (R', x', y') 
is a canonical first quadratic transform of(R, x, y, J) and y/x ~ R' (resp :y/x q~ R') 
then MR'=x'R'  (resp: MR'=y'R') and hence J is an x'-faithful (resp: a y'- 
faithful) coefficient set for R'. Also note that if R' is a local domain such that R' 
dominates R and R' is residually algebraic over R, z is an element in R and m 
is a positive integer such that J is a (z, m)-faithful coefficient set for R, and z' 
is an element in R' such that zR C z'R', then J is a (z', m)-faithful coefficient 
set for R'. 
Lemma 8.3. Let m = p" where n is a positive integer, and let 
ra--1 
f(Z) =Zm+F+ E f ,Z ' -q  
q=l  
where F, f l, ..., f , -1  are elements in R. Let e be a nonnegative integer. L t 
E F(i, j) xty ~ be the expansion of F in d [[x, y]]. Since R/M is algebraically closed, 
for any nonnegative integers u and v there exists a unique lement r(u, v) in d 
such that 
r(u, v~ + F(um, vm) ~ M.  
Let 
and let 
r= ~ r(u,v)x"y °
m--1 
f'(Z)=/(Z+r)=Z=+f'+ ~/;Z/"-q 
q=1 
with F', f~ .... , f~,- I in R. Let ZF'(i,j) xiy J be the expansion of F' in J[[x, y]]. 
Then we have the following. 
(i) Assume that ordRF> em and f(Z) is of preramified-type relative o 
ord R. Then ordRF'>em, and F' (i, j) = O whenever (i,j) - O(m) and i + j = em. 
(2) Assume that f (Z) is of JR, x, y, J]-type (m ; a, b, c), f (Z) is of preramified- 
type relative to ordxR, and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R. Then f'(Z) 
is of [ R, x, y, J]-type (m ; a, b, c), and f '  (Z) is of preramified-type relative to ordxR. 
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Proof of (1). Now 
m--1  
1) F '=r~+F+ X fq~-a .  
q=l  
Since ordRF Rem and F is of preramified-type r lative to ordR, we get that 
ordRfq>eq for 0<q<m;  also by the definition of r we get that ordRr>e. 
Therefore by 1) we get that ordRF'> em and 
2) F '=r~+ X F(i,j)xiY 3m°dM'm+l. 
i+j=em 
Upon applying the multinomial theorem to the defining expression of r we 
get that 
Z r(u,v)"e'y°'+p E n i,j)x'y  
u+t ,=e i+j=em 
with B(i,j) e R. Now R/M is of characteristic p and hence p ~ M. Therefore by 
the above expression for ~ we get that 
3) ~= ~ r(u, v)~xU'~y~'~modM em+ l 
U+v=e 
Since r(u, v) m + F(um, vm) ~ M, by 2) and 3) we get that 
F'-- E F(i,j)xiy jm°dMe'~+l 
i+ j=em,(i,j)~-O(m) 
Therefore F'(i,j) = 0 whenever (i,j) - O(m) and i + j  = em. 
Proof of (2). Now m-1 
1) F '=r~+F+ ~ f~r ~-a 
and q = 1 
q 
2) f~=A(q,O)rq+ Y~ a(q,k)Ar *-k for 0<q<m 
k=l  
where A(q, k) are the elements in R defined by the equations 
(Z+l) ra-k= ~,A(q,k)Z m-a, O<k<m, 
q=k 
in R [Z]. Since m = p" we get that 
3) A(q,O)epR for 0<q<m.  
Since f(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) we get 4), 5), 6): 
4) ordyRF->b and ordyRf,>bq/m fo r0<q<m.  
5) ordxRF = a. 
6) (a, b + c) ~ 0(m) and F(a, b + c) 4: 0. 
Since f(Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordxR we get that 
7) p ~ xR. 
Since f(Z) is of preramified-type relative to ordxR, by 5) we get 8) and 9): 
8) ord, R fq > aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
9) If a = 0(m) then ord, R fq > aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
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By 4) we get that F(i,j)=O whenever j<b ,  and hence by the definitions of 
r(u, v) we get that r(u, v) = 0 whenever v < b/m. Therefore by the definition of r 
we get that 
10) ordyR r > b. 
Since r(u, v)"+ F(um, vm)• M and since J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set 
for R we get that 
11) r(u, v)" + F(um, vm) e xR. 
By 5) we get that F(i, fl=O whenever i<a and hence by the definition of 
r(u, v) we get that 
12) r(u, v) = 0 whenever u < aim. 
In view of 12), by the definition of r we get 13) and 14): 
13) ordxRr>a/m if aO~O(m). 
14) ordxRr~a/m if a=O(m). 
By 1), 2), 4), 10) we get that 
15) ordyRF'>b and ordyRf~>bq/m for 0<q<m.  
By 2), 3), 7), 8), 9), 13), 14) we get 16) and 17): 
16) Ifad#O(m) then ordxRf~aq/m for 0<q<m.  
17) If a --= 0(m) then ordxR f~ > aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
By 1), 8), 13) we get that if a ~ 0(m) then F' - F • x °+ ~ R ; therefore by 5) and 6) 
we get the following: 
18) I fa~0(m)  then ordxRF'=a and F'(a, b+c)#O. 
In view of 12), upon applying the multinomial theorem to the defining expres- 
sion of r we get that if a = 0(m) then 
~=pOx~+ ~ r(u, v)"xU"f "
t t+v=e,u~a/m 
with D • R. Therefore in view of 7) and 11), we get that if a = 0(m) then 
,.'+ 
i + j  = era, ( i , j )  - 0 (m), i ~ a 
Therefore, in view of 1), 9), and 14), we get that if a = 0(m) then 
F' =F - ~ F(i,j)xtyJmodxa+lR. 
i+  j=em,( l , j )  f -O(m) , i~_  a 
Therefore, in view of 5) and 6), we get that if a = 0(m) then ordxRF' => a and 
F'(a, b + c) = F(a, b + c) =~ O. Thus we get the following: 
19) If a = 0(m) then ordxRF'= a and F'(a, b + c)=I=0. 
By 6), 7), 15), 16), 17), 18), 19) we conclude that f'(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-typc 
(m; a, b, c), and f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ord,,x. 
Lemma 8.4. Let f(Z) • R[Z] be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c). Assume that 
f(Z) is of ramified-type relative to ordR, f(Z) is of preramified-type relative to 
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ordeR, and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R. Then there exists an R- 
translate f ' (Z) of f (Z) such that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)', and 
f ' (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordeR. 
Proof. By induction on d we shall show that if d is any integer such that 
d>-  1 then there exists an R-translate ft~)(Z) of f (Z)such that ftd)(Z)is of 
JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), ftd)(Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordx~, 
and F td) (i, j )=0  whenever (i, j ) -O(m) and i+j<-min(d, ord~F ~d~) where 
Ftd~= f¢d)(O) and Z F td) (i, j) xiy i is the expansion of F ~) in J [Ix, y]];  it will then 
suffice to take f ' (Z )= ft~+b+c)(Z). For d = -1  we can take f t - I ) (Z )= f(Z). 
Now let d __> 0 and suppose we have found f~a-1)(Z). If either d 4= ordRF ~d- 1~ 
or ordRFta-1)~0(m) then it is enough to take fta)(Z)=ftd-l~(Z). So now 
assume that ordaFtd-l~=d-O(m). Since ftd-t)(Z) is an R-translate of f (Z) 
we get that ftd-~)(Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ord R. Therefore by 
Lemma 8.3 there exists r e R such that for ftd)(Z)= f<d-~)(Z + r) we have that 
ltd,(Z) is of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f~d~ (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to 
ordxR, ordRF ~9 > d where Fta)= ft~(0), and F t~) (i, j )=  0 whenever (i,j)=-O(m) 
and i+ j  = d where ZF td) (i,j)xiy ~ is the expansion of F ta~ in J[[x, y]]. Clearly 
fta)(Z) is an R-translate of f(Z), and F la) ( i , j )=0 whenever (i, j) -- 0(m) and 
i + j  < min (d, ordaFta)). 
Lemma 8.5. Let m = p~ where n is a positive integer, and let 
m--1 
f (Z )=Zm+F+ ~. f~Z ~-~ 
q=l  
where F, f t  . . . . .  fro- ~ are elements in R. Let ZF(i, j)xiy ~ be the expansion of F 
in J[[x, y]]. Assume that f (Z) is of [IL x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) where a =O(m), 
f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to order, and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient 
set for R. Let v be any nonne~ative integer. Since R/M is algebraically closed, 
there exists a unique element s in J such that 
s ~ + F(a, vm) ~ M.  
Let 
r = SXa/my ~
and let 
m-1 
f ' (Z )=f (Z+r)=Z"+F '+ Z f~ Z=-a 
q=l  
with F', f~ .. . . .  f~,- 1 in R. Let ZF'(i,j)xJy 4 be the expansion of F' in J[[x, y]]. 
Then f '(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f ' (Z) is of preramified-type r lative 
to ordxR, and F'(a, vm)= O. 
Proof. Now 
m--t 
F'=smx"Y ~m+F+ Z (sx~'mYV)'-'f, 
q=l  
1) 
and 
2) 
q 
J~ = A(q, O) (sx~/=y~) ~ + ~ A(q, k) (sx'/'y~)m-qf k 
k=l  
for 0<q<m 
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where A(q, k) are the elements in R defined by the equations 
(Z+I) m-k= ~A(q ,k )Z  m-q, O<k<m,  
q=k 
in R [Z]. Since m = pn we get that 
3) A(q,O)~pR for 0<q<m.  
Since f (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) and a - 0(m) we get 4), 5), 6): 
4) ordyRF__>b and ordyRfq>bq/m for 0<q<m.  
5) ordxR F = a. 
6) F(a ,b+c)~O and b+c#~O(m). 
Since f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ordxR we get that 
7) p ~ xR.  
Since f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to order and a-0(m),  by 5) we 
get that 
8) ordxR fq > aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
Since ~ + F(a, vm) e M and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R we get 
that ~ + F(a, vm) ~ xR and hence 
9) s~x"y vm + F(a, vm) xay vme x ~+ 1R. 
By 2), 3), 7), 8) we get that 
10) ordx~f~>aq/m for 0<q<m.  
By 1) and 8) we get that 
F' =- ~x"y ~" + F modx "+ 1R. 
Therefore by 9) we get that 
11) F' - ~, F(i,j) xiy j modx °+ 1R. 
(t,j) * (a, ore) 
By 11) we get that 
12) F'(a, vm) = O. 
By 5), 6), 11) we get that ordxR F' > a and F'(a, b + c) = F(a, b + c) 4= O. Therefore 
13) ordxRF' = a and F'(a, b + c) 4: O. 
By 4) we get that if vm < b then F(a, vm) = 0 and hence r = 0. Therefore our 
assertion is trivial when vm < b. Now assume that b < vm. Then by 1), 2), 4) 
we get that 
14) ordyKF'>b and ordyRf~>bq/m for 0<q<m.  
By 6), 7), 10), 12), t3), 14) we conclude that f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), 
f ' (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordeR, and F'(a, vm) = O. 
Lemma 8.6. Let f (Z )eR[Z]  be of[R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
Ira; b, c] = 0. Assume that f (Z)  is of preramified-type relative to ordxR, and J 
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is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R. Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  
of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y]-stable-type (m; a, b, c') where c' <__c, and 
f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ordxR. 
Proof. If a ~ 0(m) then upon taking c'= ordR/xf(O)/(xay b) we get that c' ~ c 
and hence f (Z )  is of JR, x, y]-stable-type (m; a, b, c), and hence it suffices to 
take f ' (Z)  = f(Z).  Now assume that a - 0(m). Let v be the smallest integer such 
that b < vm. By Lemma 8.5 there exists r e R such that for f ' (Z)  = f (Z  + r) we 
have that f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f ' (Z)  is of preramified-typ¢ 
relative to ordxR, and F'(a, vm)= 0 where F '= f'(0) and ZF'( i , j )xiy I is the 
expansion ofF'  in J[[x, y]]. Let c '= ordR/~F'/(x°yb). Then F'(a, b + c')~O and 
c =c. S ince[m;b ,c ]=Oandc '<_cweget that [m;b ,c ' ]  0andc '<m.  Sinc¢ 
F'(b, b + c') ~ 0 and F(a, vm) = 0, we get that b + c' ~: vm. Thus 0 ~ c' < m, 
b + c' ~: vm, and v is the smallest integer such that b ~ vm; therefore b + c' ~ 0(m). 
Consequently F' is of JR, x, y]-stable-pretype (m; a, b, c') and hence f ' (Z)  is of 
[R, x, y]-stable-type (m; a, b, c'). 
Lemma 8.7. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m ; a, b, c). Assume that 
f (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordeR, and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient 
set for R. Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of 
[R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)" and f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ordeR. 
Proof. If (a, b) ~ 0(m) then it is enough to take i f (Z)  = f(Z).  If (a, b) - 0(m) 
then by Lemma 8.5 there exists r e R such that for f ' (Z )= f (Z  + r) we have 
that f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type relative 
to ordxR, and F'(a, b )=0 where ZF'(i , j)xi) ~ is the expansion of f'(0) in 
J[[x, y]] ; it follows that f ' (Z)  is then of [R, x, y,J]-type (m; a, b, c)". 
Lemma 8.8. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer, and let 
m-1 
f (Z )=Z'+F+ ~ f~Z "-~ 
q=l  
where F, f l ,  ..., fro-1 are elements in R. Let ~,F(i,j)xiy ~ and Z f~(i, j)xiy J be 
the respective xpansions of F and f~ in J[[x, y]]. Let u and v be nonnegative 
inteffers. Since R /M is algebraically closed, there exists s ~ J such that 
m--1 
1) s m + F(um, vm) + ~.. fq(uq, vq) s ~-~ ~ M.  
q=l 
For any such s let 
r = SXUy v 
and let 
m--1 
f ' (Z )= f (Z  +r )=Z~+ F' + ~, f~Z ~-~ 
q=! 
with F', f~, ..., f~,_ 1 in R. Let ~,F'(i,j) xty j be the expansion of F' in J[[x, y]]. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) Assume that ord~F__>(u+v)m, and f (Z)  is of prenonsplitting-type 
relative to ord R. Then ordRF' >_ (u + v)m and F'(um, vm) = O. 
(2) Assume that f (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) where a < urn, and 
f (Z )  is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordeR. Then f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J]- 
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type (m; a, b, e), and f ' (Z)  is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordxa. Moreover, 
if f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ordxs then so is f ' (Z).  
Proof of (1). Now 
m--1 
1) F' = f(r)  = (sx~y~) m + F + Z (sx~y~)m-afq" 
q=l 
Let e= u+ v. Since ordRF >era and f (Z )  is of prenonsplitting-type relative 
to ordR, we get that ordR fq ~ eq for 0 < q < m. Consequently F(i, j)= 0 when- 
ever i + j  < era, and f~(i,j) = 0 whenever 0 < q < m and i + j  < eq. Therefore by 
1) we get that 
2) F' - F 1 + Fz modM ~m+ 1
where 
and 
IS  m m~l f  q( ql F t = x~"y ~" + F(um, vm) + uq, vq) s"-  
q=l 
F 2 = ~ F(i,j) xiy i + 
i+ j=em,(i,j) 4:(um, vm) 
m-1 
+ Z (sx"yV) m-q Z fq(i,j) xiy j. 
q= 1 i+ j=eq, (i,j)*(uq, vq) 
By the definitions of s and Ft we get that 
3) F I ~ M e"+l  . 
By the definition of  F2 we get that 
V 2 = ~ G(i,j) xiy ~ 
i + j= em, (i,3):g(um, vm) 
with G(i,j)~ R. Since J is a coefficient set for R there exist unique elements 
H(i, j) in J such that H(i, j) - G(i, j) ~ M, and then by the above equation we get 
that 
4) F 2 - ~ H( i , j )x iy JmodM ~"+1 . 
f + j = era, (i,j) ~x (urn, vm) 
By 2), 3), 4) we get hat 
F'=_ - ~. H( i , j )x 'y imodM e"+' . 
i +j=em,(i,j)•(um,vm) 
Since H(i,j)~ J we conclude that ordRF'~ em and F'(um, vm)=0. 
Proof of (2). Now 
m--I 
I) F' = (sxUy~) " + F + ~ (sxUy~)m-af~ 
q=l 
and 
q 
2) J~ = A(q, O) (sx~yO) ~ + ~, A(q, k) (sx~f)q-kf  k 
k=l  
for 0<q<m 
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where A(q, k) are the elements in R defined by the equations 
m 
(Z+l)m-k= ~A(q,k)  Z m-q, O<k<m,  
q=k 
in R[Z]. Since f (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) we get 3), 4),5): 
3) ordyRF>b and ordrRfq>__bq/m fo r0<q<m.  
4) ord:~R F -- a. 
5) (a,b+c)~O(m) and F(a,b+c)~=O. 
Since f (Z)  is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordx R, by 4) we get that 
6) ordxR fq >= aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
If vm < b then by 3) we would get that F(um, vm) = 0 and f~(uq, vq) = 0 for 
0 < q < m, and hence by the definition of r we would get that r = 0 and tlence 
f ' (Z) = f(Z). Therefore our assertion is trivial when vm < b. 'Now assume that 
b < vm. Then by 1), 2), 3) we get that 
7) ordy R F' > b and ordrn f'q > bq/m for 0 < q < m. 
Since a<um, by 1), 2), 4), 6) we get 8) and 9): 
8) o rdxsF '=a and ordxRf~>aq/m fo r0<q<m.  
9) F' -- F modxa+ 1R. 
By 5) and 9) we get that 
10) (a, b + c) #~ 0(m) and F'(a, b + c) :I = O. 
By 7), 8), 10) we conclude that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), and 
f ' (Z) is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordxn. 
Note that if f (Z)  is of preramified-type relative to order then p ~ xR. 
Therefore if f (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ord x s and a ~ 0(m) then 
by 8) we get that f ' (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordx R- If f (Z)  is of 
preramified-type relative to ordxR and a-O(m) then by 4) we get that 
ordx~ fq > aq/m for 0 < q < m and hence, because a < urn, by 1), 2) and 4) we 
get that ordxR F' = a and ord~s f~ > aq/m for 0 < q < m, and hence again 
f ' (Z)  is of preramified-type r lative to ordxR. 
Lemma 8.9. Let f (Z)  ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c) where c < m. 
Let F,F(i,j)xty j be the expansion of f(O) in J[[x, y]], and let u and v be the unique 
integers uch that 0 <um - a < m and 0 ~ vm - b < m. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
1) f (Z) is not of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. 
2) ordR riO) = um+ vm and F(um, vm) ~ O. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Lenuna 8.t0. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [ R, x, y, J]-type [m ; a, b, c] where c < m. 
Assume that f (Z)  is of prenonsplittin#-type relative to ordR, f (Z)  is of pre- 
ramified-type r lative to ordeR, and J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R. 
Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J]- 
type (m; a, b, c)', and f ' (Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordeR. 
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Proof. If f (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)' then we can take f ' (Z)  = f(Z). 
Now assume that f (Z)  is not of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Then by Lemma 8.9 
we get that ord R f (0)= um+ vm where u and v are the unique integers uch 
that 0__< urn- a < m and 0_-< vm - b < m. If um = a then by Lemma 8.5 and 
if um =~ a then by Lemma 8.8 there exists r ~ R such that for f ' (Z)  = f (Z  + r) 
we have that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f ' (Z) is of preramified-type 
relative to ordxR, and F'(um, vm)= 0 where F,F'(i,j)x~y j is the expansion of 
f'(0) in J[[x, y]]. By Lemma 8.9 is follows that f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type 
(m; a, b, c)'. 
Lemma 8.it .  Let f (Z)  ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)* where c < m. 
Assume that f (Z)  is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordR, and f (Z)  is of 
prenonsplittin#-type relative to ordxR. Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) 
of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)', and f ' (Z)  is of pre- 
nonsplittino-type r lative to rdeR. 
Proof. I f f (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)' then we can take f ' (Z) = f(Z). 
Now assume that f ' (Z) is not of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Then by Lemma 8.9 
we get hat ord~ f(0) =um + vm and F(um, vm) =~ 0 where u and v are the unique 
integers uch that 0 __< um-  a < m and 0 ~ vm - b < m and where F,F(i,j)xiy j 
is the expansion of f(0) in J [[x,y]] .  By assumption F(i,j)=O whenever 
(i,j) - 0(m) and i ~ a. Therefore um > a and hence by Lemma 8.8 there exists 
r e R such that for f ' (Z)  = f (Z  + r) we have that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type 
(m; a, b, c), f ' (Z) is of prenonsplitting-type relative to rdxR, and F'(um, vm) = 0 
where r,F'(i, j)xiy j is the expansion of f'(0) in J[[x,y]]. By Lemma 8.9 it 
follows that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. 
Lemma 8.t2. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y]-stable-type (m ; a, b, c). Assume 
that f (Z) is of prenonsplitting-type relative to ordR, and f (Z) is of prenonsplittino- 
type relative to ordeR. Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that 
f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)', and f ' (Z)  is of prenonsplitting-type 
relative to rdeR. 
Proof. If f (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)' then we can take f ' (Z) = f(Z). 
Now assume that f (Z)  is not of JR, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. By definition 
[m; b, c] = 0 and hence c < m. Therefore by Lemma 8.9 we get that ord R f(0) 
=um + vm and F(um, vm) =~ 0 where u and v are the unique integers uch that 
0 ~_ um-  a < m and 0 =< vm - b < m and where F,F(i,j) x~y ~ is the expansion 
of f(0) in J[[x, y]]. Suppose if possible that a =um;  since (a, b + c)d# 0(m) we 
then get that b + c ~ 0(m); since F(a, vm) ~ 0 and F(a,j) = 0 whenever j < b + c 
we then must have b + c < vm and hence a + b + c <um + vm = ord R f(0); 
this is a contradiction because F(a, b + c) ~ O. Therefore a ~= um and hence 
a < urn. Therefore by Lemma 8.8 there exists r e R such that forf'(Z) = f (Z  + r) 
we have that f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c), f ' (Z)  is of prenonsplitting- 
type relative to ordxR, and F'(um, vm)= 0 where ~,F'(i,j)x~y ~ is the expansion 
of f'(0) in J[[x, y]]. By Lemma 8.9 it follows that f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type 
(m; a, b, c)'. 
Lennna 8.i3. Let m = pn where n is a positive integer and let f (Z)  be a monic 
polynomial of degree m in Z with coefficients in R. Assume that f (Z)  is of 
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ramified-type r lative to ord R, R is of characteristic p, and f(Z) 4= Zm + f(O). 
Then there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f ' (0)~0 and F'(i,j)=O 
whenever (i, j) =- O(m) and i-t-j< ordRf'(0) where ~, F'(i, j) xt y j is the expansion 
of if(0) in J[[x, y]]. 
Proof. Let f~ be the coefficient of Z m-~ in f(Z). Since f(Z)=t: Zm+ f(O), 
there exists an integer k such that 0 < k < m, fk ~-0, and fq = 0 whenever 
0 < q < k. By induction on d we shall show that if d is any integer such that 
d _>_ - I  then there exists an R-translate f t ' (Z)  of f(Z) such that F¢d~(i,j)= 0 
whenever ( i , j ) -  0(m) and i + j  < min(d, ord~F td)) where F td) = fta)(0) and 
ZFta)(i,j)x~y j is the expansion of F td) in J[[x, y]]. For d=-1  it suffices to 
take f t -a)(Z)=f(Z).  Now let d__>0 and suppose we have found fta-1)(Z). 
If either d:~:ordRF td-1) or ordRFta-x)~0(m) then it is enough to take 
ftd)(Z ) = fta- 1)(Z). So now assume that ord R F ta- 1) = d - 0(m). Since fta-  1)(Z ) 
is an R-translate of f(Z) we get that fta- t)(Z ) is of preramified-type r lative 
to ordR. Therefore by Lemma 8.3 (1) there exists r ~ R such that for fta)(Z) 
=fta-1)(Z+r) we have that Ftd)(/,j)=0 whenever (i,j)-O(m) and i+ j<d 
where Fta~=f~d)(0) and 7~Fta)(i,j)x~y ~ is the expansion of F ~d~ in J[[x, y]]; 
clearly then F~d~(i,j)=O whenever (i,j)-O(m) and i + j  __< min (d, ordRFta)). 
This completes the induction on d. Since fk :~ 0, there exists a positive integer h
such that h >__ (m/k) ord R fk. Let f ' (Z)  = fth~(Z), let F' = f'(0), and let Z,F'(i,j)xiy j 
be the expansion of F' in J[[x, y]]. Then F'(i,j)= 0 whenever (i,j)-O(m) and 
i + j  < min(h, ordRF'). Let f~ be the coefficient of Z m-q in f'(Z). Since R is of 
characteristic p we get that f~ = fk and hence h > (m/k) ord R f~. Since f '(Z) is 
an R-translate of f(Z) we get that f '(Z) is of preramified-type relative to ordR 
and hence ords F' ~ (m/k) ordR f~. Therefore ord~ F' < h and hence F'(i, j) = 0 
whenever (i,j) - O(m) and i + j  < ord~F'. 
Lemma 8.t4. Let m = p" where n is a positive integer and let f(Z) be a monic 
polynomial of degree m in Z with coefficients inR. Assume that f (Z) is of ramified- 
type relative to rd~, and f(z) ~ 0 for all z ~ R* where R* is the completion of R. 
Then there exists an R-translate if(Z) of f(Z) such that f'(O) ~ 0 and F'(i,j) = 0 
whenever (i, j) =- O(m) and i + j < ord~ f'(0) where 7,F'(i,j) xiy ~ is the expansion 
of f '  (0) in J[[x, y]]. 
Proof. Let F -- f(0) and let XF(i,j) x~y ~ be the expansion of F in J[[x, y]]. 
Let so be the unique element in J such that ~ + F(0, 0) ~ M. Define s~ e R for 
all e > 0 by the following recurrence quation: 
{ s~_~+ ~ r(e,u,v)x~y ~ i ford~f(s ,_ , )~em 
s~_ ~ if ordg f(s~_ ~) < em 
where r(e, u, v) is the unique element in J such that 
r(e, u, v) m + F t~- ~)(um, vm) ~ M 
where 2~F t~- ~)(i,j) x~y ~ is the expansion of f(s~_ 1) in J[[x, y]]. Note that then 
s~-s~_ l~M ~for all e>0.  Let fte)(Z)=f(Z+s~) and Fte)=fte)(O) for all 
e > 0. Then F t~) = f(s~). Since f~)(Z) is an R-translate of f(Z) we get that 
ft~)(Z) is of preramified-type r lative to ordR for all e > 0. Therefore, in view 
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of Lemma 8.3 (1), by induction one e it follows that for all e > 0 we have: 
FCe~(i,j)=O whenever (i,j)=O(m) and i+j<min(em, ord~ F~)). Let M* be 
the maximal ideal in R*. Since se - se_ 1 E M e for all e > 0, there exists z ~ R* 
such that z - s e ~ M *a whenever a ~ 0 and e > b(a) where b(a) is a nonnegative 
integer depending on a. It follows that z -se  ~ M *e for all e > 0. Clearly 
f (z) - f (s,) ~ (z - s~) R* and hence f (z) - F ~ ~ M *~ for all e > 0. By assumption 
f(z)~-O and hence there exists a positive integer k such that f ( z )¢M *k. 
It follows that F~)¢M *k and hence ordRF~k)<km. Therefore F~k)(i,j)=O 
whenever (/, j) = 0(m) and i + j  < ordR F ~k~. Thus it sumces to take f ' (Z) = f~k~(Z). 
Lemma 8.t5. Let f (Z)  be a monic polynomial of degree m > 1 in Z with coef- 
ficients in R. Assume that R is a spot over a pseudogeome:ric domain, f (Z)  is 
irreduzible in K [Z], and the integral c osure of h(R) in h(K [Z]) is quasilocal 
where h is the canonical epimorphism of K [Z] onto K [Z]/f(Z) K [Z]. Then 
f (Z)  is irreduzible in R* [Z] where R* is the completion of R, and hence in 
particular f(z) ~- 0 for all z ~ R*. 
Proof. We can take an element t in an overfield of K such that f ( t)= 0, 
and then the last assumption is equivalent to saying that $ is quasilocal where 
S is the integral closure of R in K(t). Since R is a spot over a pseudogeometric 
domain, by [10 : (36.5)] we get that R is pseudogeometric and hence S is a finite 
R-module. Therefore S is a local domain and S is pseudogeometric. Since S 
is a finite R-module, by [9: Proposition 7on page 699] we get that R is subspace 
of S and hence we can regard the completion S* of S to be an overring of R* and 
then any finite number of elements in S which are linearly independent over 
R remain so over R*. Clearly 0, t, ..., ~-  1 are elements in S which are linearly 
independent over R and hence they are linearly independent over R* ; therefore 
if g(Z) is any nonzero polynomial of degree < m in Z with coefficients in R* 
then g(t) ~ O. Since R is regular we get that R* is regular and hence R* is a normal 
domain. Since R* is a normal domain, S is a pseudogeometric normal local 
domain, and S is a finite R-module, by [10: (37.8)] we get that S* is a domain. 
Suppose if possible that f (Z)  = f ' (Z) f " (Z)  where f ' (Z) and f"(Z) are nonzero 
polynomials of positive degrees in Z with coefficients in R*; since f ( t )= 0 
and S* is a domain we must then have either f ' ( t)= 0 or f"(t)= 0; this would 
be contradiction because the degree of f ' (Z) in Z is less than m and the degree 
of f"(Z) in Z less than m. Therefore f (Z)  is irreducible in R* [Z] and hence in 
particular f(z) 4= 0 for all z ~ R*. 
Lemma 8.16. Let m = p~ where n is a positive integer and let f (Z)  be a monic 
polynomial of degree m in Z with coefficients in R. Assume that f (Z)  is of 
ramified-type r lative to ord~, R is a spot over a pseudogeometric domain, f (Z)  
is irreducible in K [Z], and the integral closure of h(R) in h(K [Z]) is quasilocal 
where h is the canonical epimorphism of K [Z] onto K [Z]/ f (Z)K [Z]. Then 
there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f (Z)  such that f'(0)4=0 and F'(i,j)=O 
whenever (i, j)= O(m) and i + j < ordR f '(0) where ~ F' (i,j)xiyi s the expansion 
of f'(O) in J[[x, y]]. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 8.14 and 8.15. 
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§ 9. Effect of a sequence of quadratic transformations on a permissible polynomial 
Let R be a two dimensional regular local domain with maximal ideal M 
such that RIM is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 4: 0. Let (x, y) 
be a basis of M and let J be a coefficient set for R. Let w be a valuation of the 
quotient field K of R such that w dominates R and w is residually algebraic 
over R. Let X C M. 
Definition 9.t. Let f(Z) ~ K [Z]. 
f (Z) is said to be of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c) if f (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]- 
type (m; a, b, c), J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R, XCradRybR, and 
f(Z) is JR, x, y, J, w]-permissible. 
f(Z) is said to be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)' if f(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]- 
type (m; a, b, c)', X C radR yb R, and f(Z) is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible. 
f (Z) is said to be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c)" if f (Z) is of [R, x, y, J]- 
type (m; a, b, c)", X C radR yb R, and f(Z) is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible. 
f(Z) is said to be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) if f(Z) is of 
[R, ); x, J]-type (m; b, a, c)*, X C radybR, f(Z) is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible, 
and f(Z) is of nonsplitting-type r lative to ordy R. 
f(Z) is said to be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c)' if f(Z) is of 
[R, y, x, J]-type (m; b, a, c)', X C radybR, f(Z) is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible, 
and f(Z) is of nonsplitting-type r lative to ordrR. 
Note that the follwoing two conditions are equivalent: (1) f (Z)  is of 
JR, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b, c); (2) f(Z) is of [R, x, y]-stable-type 
(m; a, b, c), X C radR)PR, and f(Z) is JR, x, y, J, w]-permissible. 
Lemma 9.2. Let f(Z) E R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c). 
Assume that w(y) > w(x). Then there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f (Z) such 
that f'(Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. 
Proof. Let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. Then f(Z) is of ramified-type relativ to ordxR and f(Z) is of ramified- 
type relative to ordx,R,. Since w(y) > w(x) we get that ordx,R, = ordR and hence 
f(Z) is of ramified-type relative to ordR. Therefore by Lemma 8.4 there exists 
an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R, x, y, J]-type (m; a, b, c)'. 
It follows that f '(Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. 
Lemma 9.3. Let f(Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c). Then 
there exists an R-translate f'(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]- 
type (m ; a, b, c)". 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.7. 
Lemma 9.4. Let f(Z) e R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
c < m. Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of 
[R, x, y, J, X, w].type (m; a, b, c)'. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.10. 
Lemma 9.5. Let f (Z)~R[Z]  be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) 
where c < m. Then there exists an R-translate f'(Z) of f(Z) such that f ' (Z) 
is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c)'. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.11. 
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Lemma 9.6. Let f(Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] = 0. Then there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of 
[R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b, c') where c' < c. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.6. 
Lemma 9.7. Let f(Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b, c). 
Assume that w(y)> w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic 
transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Let b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and b' = 0 if w(y) = w(x). 
Then there exists an R'-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', 
J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a', b', c'). 
Proof. By Lemma 8.12 there exists an R-translate f*(Z) of f(Z) such that 
f*(Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Now X C radR yb R and ordy R f~ >= 
> bq/m for 0 < q < m where f *  is the coefficient of Z m-q in f*(Z). If w(y) = w(x) 
then b '=0 and hence XCradR,y'b'R ' and ordy.R, fq*>b'q/m for 0<q<m;  
and ifw(y) > w(x) then b' = b and ordy, r = ordyR and hence again X C radR,y'b'R ' 
and ordy.R.f*~b'q/m for 0<q<m.  Since f*(0) is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)' and Ira; b, c] =0, by Lemma 7.6 we get that f*(0) is of JR', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m; a', b', c*) where a' = ord R f*(0) and [m; b', c*] = 0. Since w(y) > w(x) 
we also get that J is an x'-faithful coefficient set for R'. Therefore f*(Z) is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c*). Since [m; b', c*] = 0, by Lemma 9.6 there 
exists an R'-translate f '(Z) of f*(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]- 
stable-type (m; a', b', c') where c '< c*. 
Lemma 9.8. Let f(Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b, c). 
Assume that w(y) < w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic 
transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Let b' = ord R f(0) and c' = a + b + c - b'. Then 
f(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b', c'). 
Proof. Now ordy, R. = ordR. Since X C M we get that X C radR.y 'b' R'. Since 
f(Z) is of nonsplitting-type relative to ord R and ordR f (0)= b' we get that 
ord R fq > b'q/m for 0 < q < m where f~ is the coefficient of Z ~-q in f(Z), and 
hence ordy, R, fq ~ b'q/m for 0 < q < m. Since f(0) is of [R, x, y]-stable-pretype 
(m; a, b, c), by Lemma 7.19 we get that f(0) is of [R', x', y']-stable-pretype 
(m; a, b', c'). Therefore f(Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a, b', c'). 
Lemma 9.9. Let ft°J(Z) ~ K [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a0, 
bo, Co). Let (R~, x j, y j) be the canonical fh quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. Then for each j > 0 there exists an Rftranslate f°~(Z) of ft°)(Z) such 
that f~i)(Z) is of [R~, x j, yj, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a~, bj, cj) where for all j >_ 0 
we have the following Y(1) if w(y)< w(x~) then fu~ I~(Z ) = ft/~(Z), ai + l=a j ,  
bj+l=ordRjf°~(O), and c j+t=a i+b i+c j -b j+ l ;  (2) if w(yj)=w(xi) then 
bj+ 1 = 0; (3) if w(yj) > w(x i) then b j+ 1 = b j. In connection with (2) note that if w 
is rational then there exist infinitely many distinct nonnegative integers j for 
which w(yj) = w(xj). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 9.7 and 9.8. 
Lemma 9.t0. Let m = p"where nis a positive integer, and let f(Z) be a monic 
polynomial of degree m in Z with coefficients in R. Assume that f(O)4:0 and 
F(i, j) = O whenever (i, j) =- O(m) and i + j <__ ordR f (O ) where E F(i, j) xi y j is the 
expansion of f(O) in J[[x, y]]. Assume that f(Z) is [R, x, y, J ,  w]-permissible. 
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Assume that w(y)~ w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic 
transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then f (Z)  is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', 0, c') where a'= ord~ f(0) and c'<__ a'. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.4 we get that f(0) is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', 0, c') 
where a '= ordR f(0) and c'_<_ a'. Since w(y)~ w(x) we also get that J is an x'- 
faithful coefficient set for R'. Therefore f (Z)  is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', 0, c'). 
Lerama 9.tt .  Let f (Z )eR[Z]  be of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) 
where b = O(m). Assume that w(y) > w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Let b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and b' = 0 
if w(y) = w(x). Then b' = O(m) and there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f (Z)  such 
that f ' (Z)  is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where c' ~c. 
Proof. Clearly b '= 0(m). By Lemma 9.2 there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  
of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Now X ( radRybR 
and ordyRf~> bq/m for 0 < q < m where f~ is the coefficient of Z m-q in f '(Z). 
If w(y)= w(x) then b '= 0 and hence X (rad~,y'b'R ' and ordr.R.f' q ~ b'q/m for 
0 < q < m; and if w(y)> w(x) then b '= b and ordr, R, = ordyR and hence again 
X C rad~, y,b' R' and ordeR, f~ > b'q/m for 0 < q < m. Since w(y) >= w(x) we get 
that J is an x'-faithful coefficient set for R'. Since f'(0) is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)', by Lemma 7.5 we get that f'(0) is of JR', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') 
where a' = orda f'(0) and c' =< c. It follows that f ' (Z)  is of JR', x', y', J, X, wl- 
type (m; a', b', c'). 
Lemma 9.12. Let f ( Z) ~ R [Z] be of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] < m. Assume that w(y) > w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Let b' = b if w(y) > w(x), and b' = 0 
if w(y) = w(x). Then there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  
is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.4 there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that 
f ' (Z)  is of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Now X C radRybR and ordrRf~ > 
> bq/m for 0 < q < m where f~ is the coefficient ofZ  m-q in f'(Z). If w(y) = w(x) 
then b '=0 and hence XCradR,y'b'R ' and ordeR, f~>b'q/m for 0<q<m;  
and ifw(y) > w(x) then b' = b and ordr, R, = ordrR and hence again X C radR,y'b'R ' 
and ordy, R, f~ > b'q/m for 0 < q < m. Since w(y) > w(x) we get that J is an x'- 
faithful coefficient set for R'. Since f'(0) is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype (m; a, b, c)', by 
Lemma 7.6 we get that f'(0) is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
a '=ordRf ' (0  ) and [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]. It follows that f ' (Z) is of [R', x', y', 
J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c'). 
Lemma 9.t3. Let f (Z )e  R[Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) 
where a =-O(m) and c < m. Assume that w(y)> w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the 
canonical first quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then we have the 
following. 
(1) Either there exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a', c') where a'-O(m) and c' < c, or there 
exists an R-translate f ' (Z)  of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', b', c') where b' = O(m) and c' < m. 
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(2) I f  c = 0 then there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) 
is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b' - O(m) and c' < m. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.5 there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that 
f '(Z) is of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c)'. Now f'(0) is of JR, y, x, J]- 
pretype (m; b, a, c)' and XCradRy~R. Since ordrRf ' (0)=b and f '(Z) is of 
nonsplitting-type r lative to ordyR we get that ordyRf~ ~ bq/m for 0 < q < m 
where f~ is the coefficient of Z ~-  q in f '  (Z). Since w(y) > w(x) we also get that J is 
an x'-faithful coefficient set for R'. Let d = ord R f'(0). If w(y)= w(x) then by 
Lemma 7.17 we get that f'(0) is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
a' = d, b' = 0, and c' < m; since b' = 0 it follows that f '(Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]- 
type (m; a', b', c'). Now assume that w(y)> w(x). Then ordy,R, = ordy R and 
ordx,R, = ordR. Let b* be the greatest integer such that b* -0(m)  and b*< b. 
I fd -b* -a<m then by Lemma 7.18 (2)we get that f ' (0) is  of [R', x', y', J]- 
pretype (m; a', b', c') where b '= b*, a' =d, and c '< m; since b '< b and ordfR, 
=ordy R we get that XCradR,y'b'R ' and ordfR, f~>b'q/m for 0<q<m;  
it follows that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c'). I fd -b*  - a > m 
then by Lemma 7.18 (t) we get that f'(0) is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a', c')* 
where b' = b, a' is the greatest integer such that a' = 0(m) and a' < d, and c' = b + 
+a+c-a '<c ;  since ordy, R.=ordy R and b'=b we get that XCradR.y'b'R ' 
and f '(Z) is of nonsplitting-type r lative to ordy. R,; since ordx,g. = ordR and 
f '(Z) is of nonsplitting-type to ordR we also get that ordx,R,f~>a'q/m for 
0 < q < m; it follows that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a', c'). 
It only remains to note that ifc = 0 then clearly d = a + b and hence d -  b* - a < m. 
Lemma 9.t4. Let f (Z)e  R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) 
where c <= m/p and either c < m/p or a + b + m/p ~ O(m). Assume that wO') > w(x) 
and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. 
Let b'= b if w(y)> w(x), and b'= 0 if w(y)= w(x). Then there exists an R- 
translate f'(Z) of f (Z) such that f '(Z) is of [ R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') 
where [m; b', c'] = O. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.5 there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that 
f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c)'. Now f'(0) is of JR, y, x, J]- 
pretype (m; b, a, c)' and X C radR yb R. Since ordy R f'(0) = b and f '(Z) is of non- 
splitting-type relative to ordy~ we get that ordrR f~>bq/m for 0<q<m 
where f~ is the coefficient o fZ  m-~ in f'(Z). If w(y) = w(x) then b' = 0 and hence 
XCradR, y'b'R ' and ord f~, f~b 'q /m for 0<q<m;  and if w(y)>w(x) then 
b' = b and ordfR, = ordyR and hence again X C radR, y,b' R' and ordy,R, f~ ~ b'q/m 
for 0 < q < m. Since w(y)> w(x) we get that J is an x'-faithful coefficient set 
for R'. Since c < m/p and either c < m/p or a + b + m/p ¢¢ O(m), by Lemmas 7.8 
and 7.9 we get that f'(0) is of JR', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a', b', c') where 
a' = ordR f'(0) and [m; b', c'] =0. It follows that f '(Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]- 
type (m; a', b', c'). 
Lennna 9.t5. Let f(Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) 
where c < m. Assume that w(y) < w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then there exists an R-translate 
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f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f'(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c') 
where c' <= c. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.5 there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f(Z) such that 
f ' (Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c)'. Now ordx, R, = ordxR and 
ordxRf~>=aq/m for O<q<m where f~ is the coefficient of Z m-a in f ' (Z);  
therefore ordx, R,f~>__aq/m for O<q<m. Let b'=ordRf'(O). Now XCM,  
ordy, R. = ordR, and f ' (Z) is of nonsplitting-type relative to ordR; therefore 
M CradR, y'b'R ' and if(Z) is of nonsplitting-type relative to ordr, R,. Since 
f'(0) is of [R, y, x, J]-pretype (m; b, a, c)', by Lemma 7.11 we get that f'(0) is of 
[R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a, c')* where c '~ c. It follows that f '(Z) is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c'). 
Lemma 9.i6. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
b -  O(m). Assume that w(y)< w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then either there exists an R-translate 
i f(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a, b', c') where 
b' - O(m) and c' < c, or there xists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) 
is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a', c') where a' - O(m) and c' < m. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.3 there exists an R-translate f '(Z) of f(Z) such that 
f ' (Z)  is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)". Now f'(0) is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)". Let d = ordRf'(0 ) and let a' be the greatest integer such that 
,_ a ' -0(m)  and a _ a. Now ordy, R, = ordR, X C M, and f ' (Z) is of nonsplitting- 
type relative to ord R ; therefore f '(Z) is of nonsplitting-type r lative to ordy, R,, 
X C radR, y,d R', and ordy.R, f~ >= dq/m for 0 < q < m where f~ is the coefficient 
of Z m-q in f'(Z). Also ord~,R,=ord~R, a'<=a=ord~Rf'(O), and f ' (Z) is  of 
ramified-type relative to ordxR; therefore ord~,R, f~ = a q/m for 0 < q < m. 
Since J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R and xR C x'R', we also get that 
J is an (x', m)-faithful coefficient set for R'. Ifd - a' - b ~> m then by Lemma 7.14 
(1) we get that f'(0) is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where b' is the greatest 
integer such that b' - O(m) and b' __< d, and where c' = a + b + c - b'< c; since 
- -  t~  p b'<_d we get that XCradR, y'b'R ' and ordr.R,f~=bq/m for 0<q<m;  it 
follows that f ' (Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a, b', c'). If d -  a ' -b  < m 
then by Lemma 7.14 (2) we get that f '(Z) is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a', c')* 
where b' = d and c' < m; it follows that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype 
(m; b', a', c'). 
Lerama 9.t7. Let f(Z) e R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] < m. Assume that w(y) < w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then either there exists an R-translate 
f'(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a, b', c') where 
[m; b', c'] < [m; b, c] and c' <c-m/p ,  or there exists an R-translate f'(Z) of 
f (Z) such that f '(Z) is of [ R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m ; b', a, c') where c' < m/p. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.4 there exists an R-translate f ' (Z) of f(Z) such that 
f '(Z) is of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Now if(0) is of JR, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)'. Let b' = ordRf'(0 ). Now ordy, R, = ord R, X C M, and if(Z) is of non- 
splitting-type r lative to ord R; therefore X C radR, y,b, R', f '(Z) is ofnonsplitting- 
type relative to ordy, R,, and ordy, R.f~>__b'q/m for 0<q<m where f~ is the 
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coefficient of Z "-q in f'(Z). Also ordx, R, = ordxR, ordxR f ' (0 )= a, and f'(Z) 
is of ramified-type relative to ordxR ; therefore ordx, R, f~ > aq/m for 0 < q < m. 
Since J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R and xR C x'R' we also get that J 
is an (x', m)-faithful coefficient set for R'. If b ' -a -  b > m/p then by Lemma 
7.15 (1) we get that f '  (0) is of [R', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where c' < c - m/p 
and [m; b', c'] < [m; b, c]; it follows that f'(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a, b', c'). I fb ' -a -b<m/p  then by Lemma 7.15 (2) we get that f'(0) is of 
[R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a, c')* where c '< m/p; it follows that f'(Z) is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c'). 
Lemma 9.t8. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [ R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] < m. Assume that w(y) < w(x) and let (R', x', y') be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then either there exists an R-translate 
f'(Z) of f(Z) such that f'(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a, b', c') where 
Ira; b', c'] <max(0, [m; b, c ] - l ) ,  or there exists an R-translate f'(Z) of f(Z) 
such that f'(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c') where c' <m/p and 
either c' < m/p or a + b' + m/p #? O(m). 
Proof. By Lemma 9.4 there exists an R-translate f'(Z) of f(Z) such that 
f'(Z) is of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c)'. Now f'(0) is of [R, x, y, J]-pretype 
(m; a, b, c)'. Let d=ord~f ' (0 ) .  Now ordy.R,=ord R, XCM,  and f'(Z) is of 
nonsplitting-type relation to ordR; therefore f'(Z) is of nonsptitting-type 
relative to ordr, R,, X C radR, y,d R', and ordr, R, f~ > dq/m for 0 < q < m where f~ 
is the coefficient of Z "-q in f'(Z). Also ordx. R, = ordxR, ordxRf'(0)= a, and 
f'(Z) is of ramified-type relative to ordeR; therefore ordx, R,f~ > aq/m for 
0 < q < m. Since J is an (x, m)-faithful coefficient set for R and xR C x'R' we also 
get that J is an (x', m)-faithful coefficient set for R. Let a' be the greatest integer 
,_< such that a' = 0(m) and a _ a, Clearly one of the following six conditions hold: 
1) d -a -b>m/p;2)d -a -b=m/pandb~O(m) ;3)d -a -b=m/pandp=2;  
4) b=O(m) and d-a ' -b~m;  5) d-a -b<m/p;  6) d-a -b=m/p ,  b-O(m), 
p #: 2, and d -a ' -b  < m. If one of the conditions 1) to 4) holds then by 
Lemma 7.16 (2) we get that f'(O) is of JR', x', y', J]-pretype (m; a, b', c') where 
b' < d and [m; b', c'] < max (0, [m; b, c] - 1); since'b' < d we get that X C radR,y'b'R ' 
and ordy, R, f~ > b'q/m for 0 < q < m; it follows that f'(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]- 
type (m; a, b', c'). If condition 5) holds then by Lemma 7.16 (1) we get that f'(0) 
is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a, c')* where b' = d and c' < m/p; it follows that 
f ' (Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c'). If conditions 6) holds then 
by Lemma 7.16(3) we get that f ' (0) is of [R', y', x', J]-pretype (m; b', a, c')* 
where b'=d, c'-<m/p, and a+b'+m/p~O(m); it follows that if(Z) is of 
JR', x', y', J, X, w]-antitype (m; b', a, c'). 
Lemma 9.19. Let f (Z)  ~ R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] < m. Assume that w(y) < w(x) and let (R", x", y") be the canonical first 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Assume that w(y") > w(x") and let 
(R', x', y') be the canonical first quadratic transform of (R", x", y", J) along w. 
Then there exists an R'-translate f'(Z) of f(Z) such that f'(Z) is of JR', x', y', 
J, X, w]-type (m; a', b, c') where [m; b, c ] = max(0, [m; b, c] - 1). 
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Proof. By Lemma 9.18 we get that either 1) there exists an R-translate 
f"(Z) of f(Z) such that f"(Z) is of [R", x", y", J, X, w]-type (m; a", b", c") 
where [m; b", c"]<max(0, [m; b, e ] - l ) ,  or 2) there exists an R-translate 
f"(Z) of f(Z) such that f"(Z) is of JR", x", y", J, X, w]-antitype (m; b", a", e") 
where c" < m/p and either c" < m/p or a" + b" + m/p ~ O(m). In case 1), by 
Lemma 9.12 there exists an R"-translate f '(Z) of f"(Z) such that f '(Z) is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where Ira; b', c'] < [m; b", c"] and hence 
[m; b', c'] <max(0, Ira; b, c ] -  1). In case 2), by Lemma 9.14 there exists an 
R"-translate f '(Z) of f"(Z) such that f '(Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', b', c') where Ira; b', c'] = 0. 
Lemma 9.20. Let f(Z) E R [Z] be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m; a, b, c) where 
[m ; b, c] < m. Assume that w is real and w(y) < w(x). Then there exists a canonical 
quadratic transform (R',x', y') of (R, x, y, J) alon9 w and an R'-translate f'(Z) of 
f (Z) such that f '(Z) is of [ R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', e') where [m; b'; c'] < 
< max(0, Ira; b, c] - 1). 
Proof. Let (Ri, xi, yi) be the canonical i th quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. Since w is real and w(y) < w(x), there exists a positive integer j such 
that w(yi) < w(xi) for 0 < i < j  and w(yj) ~ w(xj). If j = 1 then upon taking 
(R', x', y')= (R2, x2, Yz) by Lemma 9.19 we get that there exists an R'-translate 
f '(Z) of f(Z) such that f '(Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where 
[m; b', c'] <max(0, [m; b, c ] -1) .  So now assume that j>  2. By induction on i 
we shall show that if i is any integer such that 0 < i < j  then either : (ll) there 
exists an Ri-translate f i(Z) of f(Z) such that f i(Z) is of [R i, x i, Yi, J, X, w]-type 
(m; a, hi, ci) where c i<c- im/p  and Ira; b~, ci] <m, or: (1'i) there exists an Ri- 
translate fi(Z) of f(Z) such that f[(Z) is of JR1, xl, Yi, J, X, w]-antitype 
(m; b' i, a, c'i) where c'i<m/p. For i=0  it suffices to take fo(Z)=f(Z),  bo=b, 
Co = c. Now let i > 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all values of i 
smaller than the given one. If case (li_x) prevails then by Lemma 9.17 either 
there exists an Ri- translate fi(Z) of f  i- 1 (Z) such that ft(Z) is of [Ri, xi, Yi, J, X, w]- 
type (m ; a, bl, ci) where c~ < c i_ 1 - m/p and [m; bi, ct] _-< [m; bi- 1, ci- 1 ] and hence 
c~ < c - im/p and [m; bi, ci] < m, or there exists an R~-translate fi(Z) of f~_ x(Z) 
such thatf/'(Z) is of [Ri, xi, Yi, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b'i, a, c'i) where c' i < m/p. 
If case (1' i_ 1) prevails then by Lemma 9.15 there exists an R i_ 1-translate f i(Z) 
of f i - l (Z) such that fi(Z) is of [R t, xi, Yi, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b' i, a, c'~) where 
c'~__< c'i-1 and hence c'i < m/p. This completes the induction on i. If case (1~) 
prevails then [m; b~, ci] < [m; b, c] because j_>2 and hence it suffices to take 
R' = Rj, xj= xj, y'= yj, a'=a, b' =b i, c'=cj, f ' (Z)= f j(Z). If case (tj) prevails 
then upon taking (R', x', y') = (Rj + 1, x~ + 1, Yj + 1) by Lemma 9.14 we get that there 
exists an R'-translate f '(Z) of f (Z)  such that f '(Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', b', c') where Ira; b', c'] = 0. 
Lemma 9.2t. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c) where 
[m; b, c] < m. Assume that w is real nondiscrete. Then there exists a canonical 
quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y, J) alon9 w and an R'-translate f '(Z) 
of f(Z) such that f'(Z) is [R', x', y, J, X, w]-stable. 
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Proof. We shall make induction on [m; b, c]. If [m; b, c] =0 then upon 
taking (R', x', y') = (R, x, y) by Lemma 9.6 we get that there exists an R'-trans- 
late f ' (Z) off (Z)  such that f ' (Z) is [R', x', y', J, X, w]-stable. Now let [m; b, c] > 0 
and assume that the assertion is true for all values of [m; b, c] smaller than the 
given one. Let (Ri, xi, Yi) be the canonical i th quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) 
along w. Since w is real nondiscrete, by Lemma 3.13 there exists a nonnegative 
integer j such that w(y3 > w(x3 for 0_~ i < j  and w(yj) < w(xj). Let fo (Z) = f(Z), 
a o = a, b o = b, c o = c. Upon applying Lemma 9.12 successively j times we find 
an Ri-translate f~(Z) of f t - l (Z)  such that fi(Z) is of [Ri, x~, y~, J, X, w]-type 
(m; ai, bi, c~) where [m; b~, ci] ~ [m; hi-1, c~_ 1] for 0 < i <j. In particular then 
f~(Z) is an R;translate of f (Z) such that f i(Z) is of [Rj, x i, yj, J, X, w]-type 
(m; a j, b~, c j) where [m; b~, c j] ~ [m; b, c]. Since w(yj) < w(x~), by Lemma 9.20 
there exists a canonical quadratic transform (R*, x*, y*) of (R j, x j, Yi, J) along w 
and an R*-translate f*(Z) of ~(Z) such that f*(Z) is of JR*, x*, y*, J, X, w]- 
type (m; a*, b*, c*) where [m; b*, c*] ~ max(0, [m; bj, c~] - I). Since [m; bj, c j] < 
-< [m; b, c] > 0, it follows that [m; b*, c*] < [m; b, c]. Therefore by the induction 
hypothesis there xists a canonical quadratic transform (R', x', y') of(R*, x*, y*, J) 
along w and an R*-translate f ' (Z) of f*(Z) such that f ' (Z) is [R', x', y', J, X, w]- 
stable. 
Lemma 9.22. Let f (Z )eR{Z]  be of [R, x, y, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b, a, c) 
where a -  O(m) and c < m. Assume that w is real Then there exists a canonical 
quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y, J) alon# w and an R'-translate f '(Z) of 
f (Z) such that f ' (Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b'=-O(m) 
and c' < m. 
Proof. We shall make induction on c. Let (Rt, xi, Yi) be the canonical i th 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Since w is real there exists a non- 
negative integer j such that w(Y3 < w(x3 for 0 ~ i < j  and w(y~) > w(xj). Let 
f o(Z) = f(Z), bo = b, Co = c. Upon applying Lemma 9.15 successively j times 
we find an Ri-translate f~(Z) o f f~ I(Z) such that f~(Z) is of [Ri, xi, y~, J, X, w]- 
antitype (m; hi, a, c~) where c~ =< c~_ 1 for 0 < i ~j. In particular then f j(Z) is an 
Rftranslate of f ( Z) such that f j  (Z) is of [ R j, x j, y j, J, X, w]-antitype (m; b j, a, c j) 
where cj~c. If c=0 then c i=0 and hence upon taking (R', x', y')=(Rj+t, 
xj+l, Y~+I) by Lemma 9.13 (2) we get that there exists an R'-translate f ' (Z) of 
f~(Z) such that f ' (Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b'=O(m) 
and c' < m. Now let c > 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all values of 
c smaller than the given one. By Lemma 9.13 (1) either (1) there exists an 
Rj+l-translate f ' (Z) of f j(Z) such that f ' (Z) is of [Rj+ t, x~+ 1, Yl+l, J, X, w]- 
type (m; a', b', c') where b' = 0(m) and c' < m, or (2) there exists an Ri+ t-translate 
f*(Z) of f j(Z) such that f*(Z) is of [Rj+I, x~+l, Y~+t, J, X, w]-antitype 
(m; b*, a*, c*) where a* ---0(m) and c* < cj. If case (1) prevails then it is enough 
to take (R', x', y') = (Rj+t, xj+l, Yj+I)- If case (2) prevails then c* <c  and hence 
by the induction hypothesis there exists a canonical quadratic transform 
(R', x', y') of (Rj+t, Xj+l, yj+~, J) along w and an R'-translate f ' (Z) of f*(Z) 
such that f ' (Z) is of JR', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b' = 0(m) and 
C' <In. 
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Lemma 9.23. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of JR, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c) where 
b-O(m). Assume that w is real nondiscrete. Then there exists a canonical 
quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R, x, y, J) along w and an R'-translate f ' (Z)  
of f (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b' -O(m) 
and c' < m. 
Proof. We shall make induction on c. If c < m then it suffices to take R' = R, 
x' = x, y' = y, a' = a, b' = b, c' = c, f ' (Z)  = f (Z). Now let c _> m and assume that 
the assertion is true for all values of c smaller than the given one. Let (R i, xi, yi) 
be the canonical i th quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Since w is real 
nondiscrete, by Lemma 3.13 there exists a nonnegative integer j such that 
w(y3>w(x3 for O<=i<j and w(y~)<w(xj). Let fo (Z)=f (Z) ,  ao=a, bo=b, 
c o = c. Upon applying Lemma 9.11 successively j times we find an R~-translat¢ 
f i (Z) of f i -  I(Z) such that f i (Z) is of [Ri, xi, y~, J, X, w]-type (m; a i, hi, c3 where 
b i = 0(m) and c~ < ci- 1 for 0 < i <j.  In particular then fj(Z) is an R j-translate 
of f (Z)  such that f i (Z) is of JR j, x j, y j, J, X, w]-type (m; a~, b i, ci) where b~ - 0(m) 
and cj < c. Since w(y~) < w(xj), by Lemma 9.16 we get that either (1) there exists 
an R~ + 1-translate f * (Z) of f~ (Z) such that f * (Z) is of [Rj + 2, xj + 1, Yj + 1, J, X, w]- 
antitype (m; b*, a*, c*) where a* = 0(m) and c* < m, or (2) there exists an R~+ 2- 
translate f*(Z) of f (Z )  such that f * (Z)  is of [Rj+I, x~+l, Yi+1, J, X, w]-type 
(m; a*, b*, c*) where b* -0(m) and c* < c i. If case (1) prevails then by Lemma 
9.22 there exists a canonical quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (R~+ 1, xj+l, 
Yj+I, J) along w and an R'-translate f ' (Z) of f * (Z)  such that f ' (Z)  is of 
[R', x', y', J, X, w]-type (m; a', b', c') where b ' -0(m)  and c '< m. If case (2) 
prevails then c*< c and hence by the induction hypothesis there exists a 
canonical quadratic transform (R', x', y') of (Ri+ 1, x~+ 1, Yj+I, J) along w and 
an R'-transtate f ' (Z)  of f * (Z)  such that f ' (Z) is of [R', x', y', J, X, w]-type 
(m; a', b', c') where b'---0(m) and c '< m. 
Lemma 9.24. Let f (Z) ~ R [Z] be of [ R, x, y, J, X, w]-type (m ; a, b, c) where 
b = O(m). Assume that w is real nondiscrete and let (R j, x j, Yi) be the canonicalj th 
quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then there exists a nonne#ative 
integer e and for each j > e an R j-translate f°)(Z) of f (Z)  such that f°~(Z) is of 
[R j, x j, y~, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; .a~, by, c~) where for all j > e we have the 
following : (1)/f w(yj) < w(xj) then fo+I)(Z) = f°)(Z) ,  aj+ 1 = aj, bj+t = orde~ x 
xfU)(O), and c j+ l=a i+b j+c i -b j+ l ;  (2) if w(yj)=w(xj) then bj+l=O;  
(3)/f w(yj) > w(xj) then b j+l = bj. In connection with (2) note that if w is rational 
then there exist infinitely many distinct nonnegative integers j for which 
w(yj) = 
Proof. In view of Lemma 9.9, our assertion follows by first applying Lemma 
9.23 and then applying Lemma 9.21. 
Lemma 9.25. Let m = p" where n is a positive integer and let f (Z )  be a monic 
polynomial of degree m in Z with coefficients in R. Assume that w is real non- 
discrete and f (Z )  is [R, x, y, J, w]-permissible. Also assume that either: 1) R is 
of characteristic p and f ( Z) 4: Z TM + f (O) ; or: 2) R is a spot over a pseudogeometric 
domain, f (Z )  is irreducible in K [Z], and h(Rw) does not split in h(K[Z]) where 
h is the canonical epimorphism of K [Z] onto K [Z]/ f(Z) K [Z]. Let (RI, x~, Yl) 
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be the canonical f h quadratic transform of (R, x, y, J) along w. Then there exists 
a nonnegative integer e and for each j>  e an Rftranslate fo)(Z) of f(Z) such 
that f°)(Z) is of [ Rj, xj, yj, J, X, w]-stable-type (m; a~, bj, cj) where for all j>__ e 
we have the following: (1) /f w(yj)<w(xj) then ftJ+l)(Z)=fO)(Z), a~+l=a j, 
b~+l=ordR~fti)(O), and Cj+l:ajq-bjq-cj-bj+l, (2) /f w(yj)=w(xj) then 
bj+ I = 0; (3)/f  w(yj) > w(xj) then b~+ 1= bj, In connection with (2) note that if w 
is rational then there exist infinitely many distinct nonnegative integers j for 
which w(yj) = w(xj). 
Proof. Since w is real, there exists a canonical quadratic transform 
(R', x', y') of  (R, x, y, J) along w such that w(y') > w(x'). Let (R", x", y") be the 
canonical first quadratic transform of (R', x', y', J) along w. Since f(Z) is 
[R, x, y, J, w]-permissible we get that f(Z) is [R', x', y', J, w]-permissible and 
f(Z) is JR", x", y", J, w]-permissible and hence in particular f(Z) is of ramified- 
type relative to ordx,,R,,. Now ordR, = ordx,,R,, and hence f(Z) is of ramified- 
type relative to OrdR,. Also note that if condition 2) holds then R' is a spot 
over a pseudogeometric domain and the integral closure of h(R') in h(K [Z]) 
is quasilocal. Therefore, if condit ion 1) holds then by Lemma 8.13 and if 
condition 2) holds then by Lemma 8.16, there exists an R'-translate f'(Z) of 
f(Z) such that f ' (0 )4 :0  and F'(i,j)=O whenever (i,j)-O(m) and i+ j~ 
< ordR, f ' (0)  where 2fF'(i,j)x'iy 'j is the expansion of f ' (0)  in J [ [x ' ,  y']].  Our  
assertion now follows by first applying Lemma 9.10 and then applying 
Lemma 9.24. 
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